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IN T R O D U C T IO N
Personnel problems are manifold when groups of highly qualified 
individuals must perform under a “one firm” concept. Since per­
formance can best be judged when there is a yardstick of expected 
performance, a personnel and office manual is a valuable tool in 
the management of a staff, whether professional or clerical. When 
a question concerning policy arises, the answer could well be 
“What does the manual say? . . . Then, that is our policy.”
It is assumed that some firms do not use a staff manual because 
of uncertainties as to how to prepare one, or because they feel 
that the resulting benefits may not justify the time required for 
its preparation.
The purpose of this bulletin is to help overcome any such 
doubts about adopting a manual. Included is an outline for such 
a manual, supplemented by discussions of some of the topics and 
examples from existing manuals contributed by members of the 
1966-1967 committee on management of an accounting practice. 
While the list may not be complete, it covers most situations. 
Items appropriate to each practice can be selected from the list 
and the examples. Of course, additions, deletions, and modifica­
tions will be necessary to meet the individual needs of each firm.
The completion and adoption of a manual may be indefinitely 
delayed if there is an attempt to cover, within one manual, 
everything with which the firm is concerned. The approach rec­
ommended in this bulletin is the adoption of a manual limited 
to the areas of personnel policies and office procedures. Separate 
manuals can then be utilized for other areas of concern such as 
technical and reporting matters.
When the process of reducing ideas to writing is begun, it will
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be realized that there is a great variety of procedures which must 
be made known to the staff. It may also become apparent that 
the partners have differing ideas as to how they expect the staff 
to perform. In certain areas, there will be as many ideas as there 
are partners, each partner being under the impression that his 
own approach has been the accepted practice within the firm. 
Such inconsistent philosophies can be disquieting. Employees 
can learn the firm’s way of doing things only by being told. 
Partners can judge performance only when there is a standard 
against which to measure it.
In preparing a manual, the form and content should be designed 
to accomplish the following objectives relating to purpose, scope, 
and format.
Purpose. The manual should provide a source of information 
with respect to office and personnel policies and procedures to 
guide all employees, and particularly to guide the new employee. 
This would be conducive to his self-confidence and encourage 
rapport with his superiors. It also would eliminate the need to 
individually instruct each employee in the more routine office 
matters.
Scope. The manual should include policies and procedures 
which are expected to be in effect for an extended period of time 
without change, and which are applicable to the staff as a whole.
Format. The manual should be designed for simple prepara­
tion and easy revision. The size of paper and method of binding 
should conform to equipment available for production of the 
manual and to storage space available for it. Referencing and 
indexing should permit rapid location of material and be flexible 
enough to allow for additions, revisions and deletions. A loose- 
leaf ring binder is well suited to these objectives.
The manual, which may be entitled “Personnel and Office 
Manual” or some other suitable title, should be distributed to all 
members of the professional staff. Distribution could be broad­
ened, if desired, to include the non-professional staff, such as 
secretaries, typists, file clerks, receptionists and so forth. Many 
of these people work under conditions and arrangements similar 
to those of the professional staff, so the major portion of the con­
tents would be applicable to them also.
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O U T L IN E  F O R  S T A F F  M A N U A L
1. On the inside cover a sticker stating: “This manual is the 
property of the firm and must be returned if employment is 
terminated.”
2. A transmittal letter or fly sheet describing briefly the recom­
mended use of the manual, with a reminder to the employee 
to keep his copy up-to-date when revisions are issued
3. Index to contents
4. Letter of welcome or introduction
5. History, organization and philosophy of the firm
a. Historical summary
b. Profile of each partner
c. Organizational structure
d. Types of services
e. Location of offices and geographical area served
f. Classification of personnel
g. Authority and responsibilities of professional personnel
h. Employment and recruiting policies
i. Basic philosophy
6. Standards of professional work
a. Rules of professional conduct (ethics)
b. Quality of work
c. Attitude toward assignments
d. Membership in professional societies
7. Professional m atters
a. Employee duties and responsibilities
b. Training and development
c. In-house staff training meetings
d. Seminars and advanced courses
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e. Use of the library for study
f. Taking books from library
g. The library indexing system
h. A self-development program
i. Staff bulletins
j. Staff technical manuals
k. Writing articles for publication
l. Delivering speeches
m. Specialization
n. Keeping the work area in order
o. Reporting progress of an engagement
p. Assignment procedures
q. Keeping in touch with the office
r. Unassigned time
s. Evaluation of performance and potential of staff
personnel
t. Completing the writing of a report in a client’s office
u. Independence
8. Personal conduct
a. Professional bearing
b. Relations with clients
c. Relations with the client’s personnel
d. Relations with other staff members and partners
e. Disclosure of family relationship with client
f. Criticism of client’s accounting system
g. Handling unpleasant situations with the client’s
personnel
h. Discovery of possible defalcation
i. Conformity to the rules and customs of the client’s office
j. Confidential matters of the client
k. Confidential matters of the firm
l. Care of confidential work papers
m. Personal telephone calls at client’s office
n. Offers of employment from the client
o. Smoking
p. Dress and grooming
q. Use of firm’s name
r. Eating in the office
s. Office decorum
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t. Personal investments with clients
u. Financial transactions with clients
v. Outside work
w. Personal financial responsibility
x. Reporting accidents
y. Termination of employment
z. Probationary period
9. Compensation
a. Pay period and pay days
b. Overtime
c. Bonuses
d. Compensatory time off
e. Supper allowance
f. Salary and promotion policies
g. Arranging for pay checks to be forwarded or deposited
10. Employee benefits
a. Hospitalization and major medical insurance
b. Group life insurance
c. Sick leave
d. Group disability income plan
e. Continuing education
f. Tuition reimbursements
g. The CPA certificate
h. Dues to professional organizations
i. Socials
j. Athletic teams and other recreation
11. Working hours, vacations, holidays and time off
a. The basic work week
b. Conforming to the client’s work schedule
c. Punctuality
d. Coffee breaks
e. Holidays
f. Policy when a holiday falls on a weekend
g. Vacations
h. Compensatory time off
i. Sick leave
j. Staff training time
k. Active military duty
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l. The CPA examination
m. Jury duty
n. Death in the family
o. Leave of absence
p. Notification of absence from work
12. Travel and expense reimbursements
a. Treatment of travel time on time sheet
b. Allowable travel time
c. Use of personal car
d. Mileage allowance
e. Method of determining local mileage
f. Bridge tolls and parking fees
g. Local public transportation
h. Basic policy regarding travel expenses
i. Reimbursement for meals and lodging
j. Laundry, telephone, taxis, transfers and other expenses
k. Policy regarding a weekend stay out of town
l. Personal entertainment
m. Client entertainment
n. Commuting vs. remaining in a nearby town
o. Travel advances
p. The correct time for submitting expense reports
q. Keeping supporting documentation
r. Use of credit cards
s. Policy regarding air transportation
t. Travel insurance
13. Office procedures and routines
a. Preparation of time sheets
b. Engagement authorizations
c. Approval of correspondence
d. Use of the firm stationery
e. Personal letters
f. Visitors and friends of staff members
g. Use of the conference room
h. Answering the telephone
i. Personal telephone calls
j. Long-distance telephone calls
k. Use of copying equipment
l. Removal of office equipment from the office
6
m. Entering a partner’s office
n. Obtaining approval of drafts for typing
o. Incoming mail
p. Inter-office communications
q. Issuance of keys to the office
r. The bulletin board
s. Proofreading and checking work
14. Filing procedures
a. Working paper and tax files
b. The correspondence file
c. Administrative and internal files
d. File copies of reports
15. Equipment, supplies and forms
a. Adding machines
b. Supplies
c. Forms
d. Briefcases
16. Personnel roster
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H IS T O R Y , O R G A N IZ A T IO N
A N D  P H IL O S O P H Y  O F  T H E  F IR M
H IS T O R IC A L  S U M M A R Y
example: The firm was organized in April 1950. The original 
partners had been in public practice as sole practitioners or in 
other partnerships since 1943. Our firm has enjoyed substantial 
growth since its organization and maintains a position of dignity 
and responsibility in our community. At the present time, the 
firm has six partners and employs a professional staff of 15 ac­
countants. We are the largest local firm in the state.
example: Our founding partner received his bachelor’s degree 
from the University of Kentucky and his MBA degree from New 
York University in the early 1920’s. Shortly after graduating, he 
began his public accounting career with Best & Co. in San Fran­
cisco. After receiving his license to practice as a certified public 
accountant, he opened his own office in Middletown in 1929. 
During the next 17 years his practice grew rapidly and, in 1946, 
a partnership was formed by Mr. Swift and three of his staff— 
Messrs. Pace, Getts and Dunn. This pattern of growth has con­
tinued until, in 1968, the firm consists of 20 partners, 50 profes­
sional employees, and 15 office staff located in three offices in 
Middletown, Martinsburg and Edmondson Village.
P R O F IL E  O F  E A C H  P A R T N E R
There was a wide variance in the amount of information 
presented about the partners, ranging from a short sentence to
8
a rather complete biography of each one. One of the manuals 
included a wallet-size photograph of each partner.
example: Mr. Moss had been practicing as a certified public 
accountant for six years prior to 1956 when the firm was organized. 
Mr. Reitz had been on the staff of a national firm of certified 
public accountants for four years prior to his moving to Utopia 
in 1956.
example: Mr. Roines is a native of New Jersey who graduated 
from the public schools of the city and later attended Creighton 
University where he also taught accounting for several years. Mr. 
Roines was a member of the Armed Forces during World War II, 
entering the United States Air Force as a private and retiring 
five years later with the rank of colonel. Prior to having his own 
practice as a public accountant, he was associated with the ac­
counting firm of Goode, Beatty and Best. Mr. Roines is active 
in the Systems and Procedures Association, having served as 
president of the local chapter of that organization and as an 
international director. He has been active in the National As­
sociation of Accountants, having served as a director for several 
years, and in the New Jersey Society of Certified Public Account­
ants, and was formerly vice-president and treasurer of the Ridge­
wood chapter of the society. He has been contributing editor to 
The Journal of Accountancy’s management services column and 
has had articles published in the New Jersey CPA. He also con­
tributed to the book Personnel Services, published by Martin- 
Hall. He served for three years as a member of the committee on 
management services of the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants. Mr. Roines is head of our management advisory 
services department.
He is married and the father of four boys.
O R G A N IZ A T IO N A L  S T R U C T U R E
example: As is the case with most professional organizations 
and certainly with all firms engaged in the practice of public 
accounting, we are organized as a partnership. The partnership 
employs the services of professional personnel (managers, staff
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accountants, and specialists) and office personnel. Professional 
employees are classified according to their ability to perform at 
a certain level, but this does not mean that they will never be 
assigned work of greater or lesser complexity.
example: The firm has nine partners and three offices. The 
management committee is composed of one partner from each 
office. The administrative partner does not serve on the man­
agement committee, but is employed by it for various projects; 
primarily, however, his job is to see that the committee’s directives 
are uniformly followed. The technical committees and the non­
technical committees are composed of partners and staff who 
actually work for the management committee and are responsible 
to it. [See sample organization charts following, especially the 
one on page 13.]
T Y P E S  O F  S E R V IC E S
example: Our firm renders the professional services of auditing, 
tax services, management services and write-up accounting. 
These areas of service relate to the functions or operations of 
the firm as a whole. An individual may perform work in two or 
more of these areas.
Auditing. Auditing involves the verification and presentation 
of financial statements. Auditing tasks are far from “routine,” for 
financial statements are used as a prime source of information by 
creditors, stockholders, investors, and government agencies such 
as the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Auditing services are one of the foundations of our practice 
as they are for most other public accountants. Our analysis of 
financial statements tells us a great deal about a client’s business 
—the problems, the competition, and the opportunities for ex­
pansion. Hence, our auditing services expand into other areas— 
areas of counsel and policy guidance, often as a consequence of 
our special management letters which offer our clients sugges­
tions for improving their business operations. These analyses lead 
to more detailed services in the areas of taxation and manage­
ment controls.
Tax Services. Seldom is a major business decision made today 
without prior study of the tax effects. Our office has a competent
10
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tax staff to advise our clients on tax matters. We also have a 
library which our staff is encouraged to use in researching tax 
problems.
In accordance with our policy, the senior accountant in charge 
of each engagement prepares the federal income and various 
state tax returns. Thus, all of our staff must be knowledgeable in 
the tax field. The tax staff in our office reviews all tax returns 
prepared by the audit staff; advises clients on specific tax matters; 
performs tax planning work for clients; obtains rulings on techni­
cal matters; prepares tax returns, claims for refund, and so forth; 
and represents clients in negotiation with the IRS.
Because taxes have become increasingly high and complex, the 
need for tax services is great. With government expenditures as 
large as they are, we expect this need will increase considerably 
in the coming decade.
Management Services. This is our term for management con­
sulting. This relatively new professional activity for our firm is 
playing an influential role in business decision making. With 
the growing complexity of management and the availability of 
new scientific techniques, even the most experienced executives 
must turn to outside experts for specialized advice.
Management consulting is therefore playing a larger role in 
our firm. The major areas of our management controls practice are 
general management, accounting controls, office procedures, per­
sonnel, manufacturing, marketing, and data processing (from 
machine bookkeeping to computers).
example: Our firm renders professional services in four gen­
eral areas—auditing, taxation, management advisory services and 
small business accounting assistance. Our major activity is in 
the field of auditing. The practice is well diversified, serving many 
types of business and industry of varying sizes.
L O C A T IO N  O F  O F F IC E S  A N D  
G E O G R A P H IC A L  A R E A  S E R V E D
example: Since we are a local firm with one office, our practice 
is concentrated in the Bay Megalopolis. We also render service
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to clients elsewhere in Maine and in adjoining states. The firm is 
located in its own modem building at 101 Main Street with con­
venient bus service and nearby street parking available. The 
limited parking space under the building is restricted to clients 
and partners, but may be used by employees when picking up 
adding machines and work paper files.
C L A S S IF IC A T IO N  O F  P E R S O N N E L
example: The four classifications of professional personnel 
now recognized in the firm are partner, manager, specialist, and 
staff. The functions performed by the staff are those of audit 
supervisor, in-charge staff member, and staff assistant.
From time to time certain classifications may be unfilled and 
certain offices may have people in classifications not found in 
other offices. A staff member may be assigned on a specific en­
gagement to function in any one of the jobs under “staff” and, in 
addition, will function as a preparer or a checker in connection 
with tax returns.
A U T H O R IT Y  A N D  R E S P O N S IB IL IT IE S  O F
P R O F E S S IO N A L  P E R S O N N E L
[This topic may be alternatively covered, or covered in greater 
detail, in the section entitled “Employee Duties and Responsi­
bilities” under the heading “Professional Matters.”]
example: Each staff member shall report to the office until 
assigned, at which time he shall report to the person to whom 
he is assigned at the place designated.
As the office has a general responsibility for staff arrangements, 
those in charge of work must consult with the person who has 
the responsibility for staff assignments before making any ar­
rangements for the use of an assistant on work other than that 
to which he is assigned.
Upon completion of the work which has been assigned, the 
staff member in charge will advise the office of a staff member’s 
availability who will then report to the office until further notice.
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E M P L O Y M E N T  A N D  R E C R U IT IN G  P O LIC IE S
example: Our policy is to add the best qualified applicants 
to our staff for a growing organization. Scholastic records, out­
side activities, appearance, personality, and ability to com­
municate adequately are all important points in our evaluation 
of an applicant. We consider every person we hire as a potential 
partner. We seldom engage personnel at other than the junior 
accountant level. We are interested primarily in accounting majors 
working toward a bachelor’s or master’s degree. Summer work 
or part-time work is also made available before graduation.
Our firm periodically visits a number of college and university 
campuses in Maryland for recruiting purposes.
example: All employment is on a permanent basis (except in 
those cases where employment is set for a specific period by 
mutual understanding), contingent, however, upon the require­
ments of the firm for personnel and whether the services of the 
employee continue to be satisfactory. It is the policy of the firm, 
however, to give reasonable advance notice in any case in which 
an employee is to be separated from employment by action of the 
firm, except in the event of summary dismissal for cause. In return, 
it is expected that employees who plan to resign will be equally 
considerate.
B A S IC  P H IL O S O P H Y
example: The primary objective of the firm is to furnish its 
clients with the best professional services available. We strive 
actively and continuously for excellence of performance and 
higher levels of service through a practice which adheres to 
professional standards and commands the respect of our col­
leagues. We recognize that the monetary rewards of professional 
practice, while very important, are subordinate to ethical conduct.
We wish you to become imbued with the spirit and ideals of 
the firm so that you will approach your work with a keen sense 
of responsibility.
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example: The principal objective of our firm is to perform 
outstanding service for clients. To achieve this, we will pursue 
the following goals:
1. To achieve uniformly high-quality work, efficiently per­
formed. By uniform, we mean using the same standards for 
each type of work, regardless of the office or personnel in­
volved. High quality indicates performance unsurpassed by 
any firm, relative to the types of problems we handle and 
to the needs of our clients. Efficient performance includes 
setting fees which are fair for the work performed and in 
relation to the fees which would have been charged for 
similar work by other CPA firms with standards comparable 
to ours.
2. To provide contact with clients at the partner, manager, and 
staff levels which is adequate to satisfy clients’ reasonable 
desires and needs and for which they are willing and able 
to pay.
3. To anticipate the needs of the client even though he may 
not recognize them, and assist him to the best of our ability 
in solving his business problems.
4. To make available new types of needed services which we 
are presently qualified to perform, or which we believe that 
we can become qualified to perform.
5. To perform only those services which the client really needs 
to have performed by us.
6. To complete each engagement and deliver the end product 
to the client when he needs it, provided his demands are 
reasonable in light of all the circumstances. To meet all of 
our commitments.
The following are among those means which are essential to 
the attainment of our principal objective—outstanding service for 
clients:
1. An enlightened personnel policy to motivate all employees 
to exert their best efforts on every assignment and to develop 
their talents. Such a policy should also encourage our per­
sonnel to desire a career with the firm and enable them to 
lead satisfactory personal lives.
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2. Work which is sufficiently complex to hold the interest of 
our personnel. Work which does not challenge the capabilities 
of the professional staff must be assigned to nonprofessionals 
or eliminated.
3. Growth in terms of fees and net income in order to ade­
quately compensate all partners and employees and to offer 
outstanding opportunities for advancement.
4. Continued activity in professional and civic affairs in order 
to be of service, retain our leadership in the profession, 
attract outstanding recruits, and maintain our technical 
competence.
5. All other steps which are necessary to ensure the continuity 
of the firm.
18
S T A N D A R D S  O F  P R O F E S S IO N A L  W O R K
The continuing success of a firm of certified public accountants 
rests upon its adherence to high standards of professional conduct 
and service. These standards must be subscribed to by all pro­
fessionals in the organization from the staff assistant who per­
forms the audit field work, prepares the tax return, and so forth, 
to the partner upon whom rests the final responsibility for the 
engagement. This section presents the standards adopted by the 
firm.
R U LE S  O F  P R O F E S S IO N A L  C O N D U C T  (E TH IC S )
example: The firm’s partners are members of the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants and various state socie­
ties. Accordingly, the firm conducts its practice with every intent 
of compliance with the rules of professional conduct of such 
professional organizations, and the various state and federal 
agencies before which we practice.
Staff members are expected to be familiar with the afore­
mentioned rules of professional conduct.
Q U A L IT Y  O F  W O R K
example: The firm has always considered staff assistants as 
professional associates. Inasmuch as each professional associate 
is regarded by clients as a representative of the firm, it is impor­
19
tant that your contacts with clients and business associates be 
such as to be a credit to the firm.
Each staff member is expected to safeguard the firm’s interests 
and perform in an intelligent and creditable manner all work 
assigned to him. No assignments should be considered unimpor­
tant or unworthy of his best efforts. Important discoveries are 
frequently the result of intelligent and painstaking attention to 
matters of seemingly minor importance. The responsibility of a 
staff member is not fulfilled simply by seeing that the results of 
his work are set forth in his oral and written reports. He is 
responsible for carrying out the work as expeditiously as possible 
so that the cost will be kept within reasonable limits. The super­
visor or the in-charge staff member should not permit any condi­
tions to continue which operate to prolong the work unduly or 
bring discredit upon the staff or the firm.
Suggestions as to the best procedures to be employed are in­
vited at all times from every member of the staff, and no work 
should be undertaken without understanding the instructions and 
the reasons for them. When, in the judgment of a staff member, 
it appears desirable to do more or less than specified in the 
program, the staff member should explain his suggestions to the 
accountant in charge.
example: The firm expects each staff member to safeguard the 
firm’s interests and to perform in an intelligent and creditable 
manner all work assigned to him. No assignment should be con­
sidered unimportant or unworthy of his best efforts.
Care must be taken with respect to penmanship. Errors often 
appear in the typed report due to carelessness on the part of the 
writer. The auditor or accountant should carefully read his rough 
draft of the report before presenting it to the partner, who should 
not be expected to correct errors in spelling, punctuation, capital 
letters, indentations, spacing and general presentation. Unusual 
care should be used with respect to the spelling of proper names. 
This applies particularly to names of persons and securities. The 
correct spelling of a name should be determined and the same 
form used throughout the report where it reappears.
Too much stress cannot be placed on the importance of the 
proper preparation of all working papers. Neatness and complete­
ness are highly essential. Should another member of the staff un­
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dertake the same assignment in the future, the working papers 
and the work schedule ought to be in such shape as to enable 
him to visualize readily the scope of the work and all facts 
relating thereto without unnecessary effort. Each schedule should 
show clearly at the top the name of the client, the type of 
schedule and the date. The initials of the auditor or accountant 
who prepared the schedule and the date on which it was prepared 
should be in the upper right-hand corner.
A T T IT U D E  T O W A R D  A S S IG N M E N T S
example: All professional employees must be fully aware that 
they are members of a profession and that they should conduct 
themselves as such. Unnecessary work should not be undertaken. 
Consequently, staff members must regard all work assigned to 
them as being necessary and therefore important. If work is 
worth doing, it should be done in a professional manner.
M E M B E R S H IP  IN P R O F E S S IO N A L  S O C IE T IE S
example: All members of the accounting staff are encouraged 
to join the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 
the Maine Society of Certified Public Accountants, and other 
appropriate organizations as soon as they become eligible. The 
firm also encourages members of the state society to become 
active in their local chapters, to attend the monthly meetings, 
and to join committees engaged in projects of interest to the staff 
member. The firm reimburses the staff for the cost of attending 
meetings and seminars of these professional societies, but expects 
the staff to bear the cost of dues. Costs of attending meetings of 
the national society are also reimbursed—including mileage to 
and from the meeting site, parking, and meals.
In line with our policy of active participation in the accounting 
societies, the firm invites, as its guests, selected staff members 
and their wives for the various social functions which are given 
by the local chapter.
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example: The firm desires to have members of its organization 
take an active interest in professional associations. Members of 
the organization who become active in accounting societies are 
expected to bring to the attention of the administrative partner 
ideas which may be of value in office procedures, report writing 
and presentation, and auditing procedures as a result of their 
attendance at meetings where such matters have been discussed. 
Various means of increasing and otherwise aiding our practice 
should result from learning what other certified public accounting 
firms are doing.
The firm will pay the annual dues of the Virginia Society of 
Certified Public Accountants for all CPAs in its organization. 
We hope all CPAs will join the American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants.
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P R O F E S S IO N A L  M A T T E R S
This section is intended to present the firm’s policies with 
respect to employees’ professional activities. The preceding sec­
tion outlined the general standards of the firm; this section 
discusses standards and activities of the individual. Here again, 
the firm may want to combine two or more subsections in the 
preparation of its personalized manual.
E M P L O Y E E  D U T IE S  A N D  R E S P O N S IB IL IT IE S
example: The following are brief descriptions of the functions 
performed by staff members in our firm.
The partners. The partners are responsible for final decisions 
on all matters important to the firm. They are the only ones en­
titled to sign the firm name or to commit the firm to a particular 
course of action. For this reason all basic decisions must be made 
by the partners or be submitted for their approval. To the extent 
they deem it desirable, the partners will delegate certain of their 
functions to employees.
The manager. When a person is promoted to manager, he 
receives an employment contract which is renewable annually. 
Promotion to manager does not guarantee or even necessarily 
indicate subsequent promotion to partner.
A manager is responsible to the partner on the engagement to 
which he is assigned and has authority over all staff assigned to
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the engagement. In practice, he exercises this authority by 
working through the ranking staff member. His responsibilities 
are:
• To maintain good relations with clients.
• To assist in some of the firm’s administrative matters.
• To take full administrative charge of engagements assigned 
to him.
• To see to it that the job is properly planned by the staff 
member in charge before the work starts.
• To supervise the in-charge staff member in the field while 
the work is in progress.
• To keep the partner informed of the progress of the work.
• To review and approve the work papers and reports before 
their submission to the partner. Such a review is usually 
made after the in-charge staff member has performed his 
review, so the manager really reviews the work done or 
supervised by the in-charge staff member.
• To see to it that the staff members on his engagements 
receive proper training.
• To participate in the affairs of the state society of CPAs and, 
when possible, in other professional, civic, and charitable 
organizations.
The specialist. The firm employs a few individuals who have 
a high degree of competence in specific areas such as taxes and 
management services. This is in contrast to the rest of the pro­
fessional personnel, who are expected to attain competence in 
several areas (taxes, auditing, accounting, and so forth).
The audit supervisor. As the need arises, staff members with 
relatively broad experience in the firm (four or five years on 
the average) who have demonstrated their potential ability to 
function as audit supervisors will be used in this capacity. It 
should be understood that the designation “supervisor” describes 
a function on a particular job and is not a permanent title. Since 
the audit supervisor and the manager function in much the same 
way in many areas, the audit supervisor will have every oppor­
tunity to demonstrate his abilities and thereby increase his 
chances for advancement to manager.
The audit supervisor is responsible to the partner on the en­
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gagement to which he is assigned. On certain audits he may be 
assigned to work under a manager. He has authority over the 
in-charge staff member and staff assistants assigned to the engage­
ment. His responsibilities are to maintain good relations with 
clients, and to take administrative charge of the jobs assigned to 
him. His duties are:
• To see to it that the in-charge staff member plans the job 
properly before the work starts.
• To supervise the work of the in-charge staff member while 
the work is in progress in the field.
• To keep the partner informed of the progress of the work.
• To review and approve the work papers and report on 
them before their submission to the partner. Usually, such 
a review is made after the in-charge staff member has per­
formed his review, so that the audit supervisor really reviews 
the work done or supervised by the in-charge staff member.
• To see to it that the staff member on his job receives proper 
training.
The in-charge staff member. The in-charge staff member is 
responsible to the audit supervisor on the engagement to which 
he is assigned. The designation “in-charge” describes a function 
on a particular job and is not a permanent title. In cases where 
no audit supervisor is assigned, he is responsible directly to the 
manager or partner. He has authority over the staff assigned to 
assist him on the engagement. His responsibilities are:
• To plan and program the engagement and to secure his 
superior’s approval for the plan before starting the job.
• To supervise and review the work of assistants.
• To train the assistants to assume more responsibility.
• To maintain good relations with clients.
• To perform some of the more difficult auditing procedures.
• To satisfy himself that the working papers, report, tax 
returns, and other required data are complete and have 
been prepared in accordance with firm policy and profes­
sional standards.
• To clear all basic decisions with his superior.
• To notify his superior promptly of any important matters 
affecting the firm’s work or report.
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• To keep his superior informed of the progress of the job.
• To be sure that all required audit and tax deadlines can 
be met or to notify his superior in time to take necessary 
action if this is not possible.
• To assume full responsibility for the day-to-day conduct 
of the field work and to spend as much time in the field as 
is required.
Staff members who successfully function as staff assistants and 
who demonstrate their ability to perform the duties of an in­
charge staff member will be selected for this function from time 
to time.
The staff assistant. The staff assistant is responsible to the 
staff member in charge of the engagement. On engagements 
where only one staff member is assigned, he is “in-charge”, even 
though he may be relatively inexperienced and usually functions 
as a staff assistant.
The duties of a staff assistant are to do the work assigned to 
him in a professional manner and to assist the in-charge staff 
member to the best of his ability. He also has the obligation to 
prepare himself to assume more responsibility as rapidly as 
possible.
T R A IN IN G  A N D  D E V E L O P M E N T
example: The professional public accountant has a duty to 
himself and to the profession of continued self-study. The firm 
expects its partners and staff members to keep abreast of cur­
rent developments in accounting, auditing, and so forth, and 
further, to have a reasonable familiarity with current tax changes. 
Accounting education is a continuing process and requires exten­
sive reading on one’s own time. To aid in this process, the firm 
offers the facilities of its library, issues periodic internal account­
ing and tax bulletins, holds instructional staff meetings and bears 
the cost of membership in professional accounting societies and 
attendance at meetings. We encourage participation in profes­
sional development courses sponsored by the AICPA and the 
state society.
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example: Members of the professional staff are expected to 
have at least a basic understanding of auditing and accounting 
procedures and of federal and state income taxes. This knowledge 
is usually acquired prior to joining the staff. Each staff member 
should add to this basic knowledge to the maximum amount of 
his capability by taking advantage of the firm’s training programs 
and by following a program of self-development.
The firm is vitally interested in the development of the staff. 
Our only product is service and the quality of our product is 
directly proportional to the quality of our staff. To help the staff 
in their development, we have created a staff training program.
IN -H O U S E  S T A F F  T R A IN IN G  M E E T IN G S
example: Subjects of professional and technical interest are 
discussed in periodic staff meetings. In addition, matters pertain­
ing to client relationships, personnel problems and firm-staff 
procedures are reviewed.
example: The firm holds periodic staff-training meetings in 
its office. Such meetings are held on a voluntary attendance basis 
and are planned for the staff’s education and professional devel­
opment. Accordingly, no overtime or compensatory time is earned 
for any part of a staff-training session in excess of the normal work 
day. We feel that this is an equitable arrangement, since the firm 
absorbs the cost of that portion of meetings held during normal 
working hours. Subjects are chosen for their professional and tech­
nical interest. In addition, matters pertaining to client relation­
ships, personnel problems and firm-staff procedures are reviewed.
In addition, classes are held in which the staff, particularly 
the newer assistants, work on practice sets or other assignments.
S E M IN A R S  A N D  A D V A N C E D  C O U R S E S
example: The staff shall be reimbursed for the cost of attend­
ing courses offered by the AICPA and the state society, providing 
the firm is informed of one’s intention to attend well in advance of
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the starting date and, in the judgment of the firm, the course will 
help the staff member to do a better job. The firm shall not pay 
for the cost of attending courses which it judges will not help 
the individual to improve his work.
Shortly after completion of the course, a brief memorandum 
should be prepared for distribution within the firm, summarizing 
those points which may be of interest to the partners or staff.
example: Because it is desirable that each employee continue 
his professional development and prepare himself for promotion, 
it is the firm’s policy to pay tuition expenses for accounting and 
related business courses taken in the evening at a recognized 
university. If there is any doubt about whether a course comes 
within this category, consult the supervisor. These tuition costs 
will be reimbursed upon the completion of the course whenever 
a grade of “B” or better is attained. The number of courses taken 
at one time should not be so great as to interfere with the normal 
performance of the employee’s daytime duties.
There will be certain professional development courses and 
seminars presented by the AICPA and the state society which 
selected staff men will be requested to attend. In these instances, 
the firm will pay the total registration fee, and will also pay for 
required meals and travel costs. If a staff man wishes to attend 
a course that he is not required to attend, the firm will pay one- 
half of the registration fee.
U S E  O F  T H E  L IB R A R Y  FO R S T U D Y
example: The firm has a comprehensive library on accounting, 
auditing, taxes and management services. The staff is urged to 
make use of the available information. Anyone making accounting 
his profession should expect to do a reasonable amount of exten­
sive reading on professional subjects on his own time, regardless 
of his practical experience or his professional qualifications, in 
order to keep up with the progress of the profession. All books 
and magazines should be returned before leaving the office or 
earlier if they have served their purpose.
example: The library is provided for the use and information 
of the staff. Books may be withdrawn by the staff subject to rules
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established by each office. Publications not found in the library 
of one office may be carried by another office and the staff should 
feel free to obtain them from the other offices. If the publication 
cannot be thus located, try the following sources:
1. Central City Library, 200 Civic Drive (located in the down­
town business section and maintained by local merchants).
2. American Institute of Certified Public Accountants Library, 
666 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York. Any member can 
order publications.
3. The local branch library.
T A K IN G  B O O K S  F R O M  T H E  L IB R A R Y
example: Books should not be removed from the office without 
notifying the receptionist so that they can be located when 
needed.
example: Be sure to replace all books upon leaving the office 
or earlier if they have served your purpose. Books should not be 
removed from the office without express authority of a partner 
or the office manager and only after you have signed a receipt 
for same.
T H E  L IB R A R Y  IN D E X IN G  S Y S T E M
The library indexing system may be included in this manual 
or reference may be made to a separate document if the system 
is complicated.
A  S E L F -D E V E L O P M E N T  PR O G R A M
example: A staff member should regard his first few years with 
the firm as a kind of apprenticeship. During this period, he is ex­
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pected to learn the “tools of his trade”—to gradually develop 
from a college student into a professional accountant. Here are 
some of the traits which we believe are essential in order to 
achieve success as a professional CPA.
• Be responsible. Meet your commitments.
• Exercise common sense. Think!
• Develop sound judgment. Learn what is important and what 
is unimportant.
• Master technical matters (tax laws, financial statement 
presentation, accounting principles, auditing techniques, 
business practices, etc.).
• Take as much of the load off your supervisor as possible.
• Bring out the best performance in the staff you supervise.
• Earn the respect of the clients.
• Be alert. Recognize the unusual and the irregular.
• Be imaginative. Keep improving every job you work on.
• Be tactful and courteous.
• Broaden your outlook. Read good books on history, philoso­
phy, politics, and other worthwhile subjects.
• Be self-reliant. Call for advice when necessary but only 
after you’ve made an adequate attempt to solve the problem.
• Have the courage of your convictions. Don’t be swayed by 
forceful personalities into abandoning your position without 
a sound reason.
• Be loyal. Seek what is best for the firm and your profession. 
Comply with the firm policies.
• Look like a professional man—well-groomed, conservatively 
dressed.
• Develop your ability to communicate. Learn to speak and 
write with clarity and conciseness.
The following are suggested methods by which one may 
develop these characteristics.
1. Take a realistic inventory of yourself. Evaluate yourself as
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to each trait in order to isolate those which you need to acquire 
or improve.
2. Prepare a written program setting forth the methods which 
you intend to use to achieve these traits.
3. Follow your program conscientiously and revise it as 
required.
• Continue to appraise yourself realistically.
• Observe others who, in your judgment, possess a desired 
trait, such as a professional appearance.
• Practice doing those things which will help develop the 
desired trait—if you are a poor writer, seek out assignments 
which will give you good writing experience. Write an 
article for a professional publication. Practice will help you 
to acquire any desirable trait.
• Seek the counsel of a partner or manager with whom you 
have an especially cordial relationship.
• Develop good work habits. Many of the above traits can 
be acquired simply by recognizing a certain problem and 
then forcing yourself to do something to remedy it—traits 
of responsibility, an encouraging attitude towards staff, self- 
reliance, and loyalty, for example.
• Develop a reading program—this will accelerate broadening 
your outlook, and aid in developing your ability to com­
municate.
• Attend classes given by local colleges, the AICPA, and the 
state society of CPAs. Classes in technical subjects, writing, 
psychology, statistics and mathematics, philosophy, politics, 
finance, and others will help you to develop your ability to 
communicate, to broaden your outlook, and to master tech­
nical matters.
S T A F F  B U L L E T IN S
example: A committee of partners is assigned the function of 
research on auditing and accounting matters including the 
recommended terminology and form of audit reports. Similarly, 
a committee of partners continually makes studies of tax prob­
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lems. All items of major importance are brought to the attention 
of staff members in the form of bulletins.
S T A F F  T E C H N IC A L  M A N U A L S
example: The firm issues bulletins to the staff from time to 
time regarding audit procedure and tax matters. These bulletins 
must be read carefully and their instructions followed. You should 
also familiarize yourself with manuals prepared by the various 
associations in which the firm holds membership. Bulletins issued 
by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and the 
Securities and Exchange Commission should also be read.
W R IT IN G  A R T IC L E S  FO R  P U B L IC A T IO N
example: The firm encourages its staff members to write 
articles for publication. This is an excellent method of gaining 
personal recognition and increasing your knowledge at the same 
time. The partners are available to help you on these matters. 
Stenographic help is furnished for typing your material, and a 
cash reward will be made upon publication. Any article prepared 
for publication should be submitted to a partner for approval 
before publication.
example: Staff members are urged to submit articles for publi­
cation in accounting periodicals, especially The Journal of Ac­
countancy and The Accounting Review. Significant benefits are 
gained from the publication of such articles—the individual in­
creases his skill in the art of writing and broadens his knowledge 
in a technical field while both the staff member and the firm 
receive recognition for contributing to the literature of the 
profession.
D E LIV E R IN G  S P E E C H E S
example: Public speaking engagements are a medium through 
which the firm can benefit by advancing both the technical
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knowledge of the profession and the prestige of the firm. When 
inquiries are received by staff members regarding speaking en­
gagements, the individual should indicate a willingness on the 
part of the firm to provide speakers, but should not make definite 
commitments until he has had an opportunity to discuss arrange­
ments with a partner. The firm strives to have the best qualified 
individual represent it. If the speaking engagement is of signi­
ficance because of content of material or eminence of the group, 
a typed copy of the speech should be submitted to a partner for 
approval.
example: The individual is encouraged to take advantage of 
opportunities to speak before an audience on technical matters 
or on other subjects on which he is knowledgeable. This practice 
develops assurance, self confidence, and the ability to com­
municate one’s thoughts, all of which qualities are highly desir­
able in a professional man.
Articles for publication, speeches, and lecture notes should be 
reviewed with a partner prior to publication or delivery in order 
to protect both the individual and the firm from possible em­
barrassment.
S P E C IA L IZ A T IO N
example: Members of the audit staff are encouraged to be­
come specialists in specific areas of accounting, tax or manage­
ment services. By selecting an area of specialization, not only 
will one contribute to his own professional development, but he 
will also provide a source of expert advice within the firm in the 
particular area of specialization.
Staff members are encouraged to indicate their preferences in 
specializing, and arrangements will be made, whenever possible, 
to schedule them on engagements involving their specialty.
The cost of publications, dues in professional organizations and 
other expenses incident to the development of a specialty will 
be borne by the firm, subject to prior approval by one of the 
partners.
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KEEP IN G  T H E  W O R K  A R E A  IN O R D ER
example: Since clients often come to the office, we require 
the help of each employee in keeping the office and his desk neat 
and orderly. File drawers have been provided for temporary 
storage of work papers, files, ledgers and other records. Do not 
leave any papers, books or files on desks or tables at the close 
of a day. With your cooperation, we can leave a good impression 
with our clients.
R EP O R TIN G  PR O G RESS O F  A N  E N G A G E M E N T
example: The supervisor or in-charge staff member should be 
kept informed of the progress of the work and he, in turn, must 
keep the partner informed. Work which ordinarily would be 
done by client’s employees should not be undertaken by the 
firm without approval of the supervisor or partner in charge. The 
in-charge staff member is required to report promptly to the 
supervisor in writing any factors which affect the scope of the 
work or prolong the examination beyond the time anticipated.
The following factors are listed as examples of matters which 
should be so reported:
• Requests by the client for additional services (including 
current work).
• Instructions to client’s employees at client’s request.
• Accounts not ready for examination.
• Checks, vouchers, or other required papers badly filed.
• Material delay in securing date.
If satisfactory progress cannot be made because of lack of co­
operation, inadequate records, or unsatisfactory working condi­
tions, the partner should be advised promptly. Excuses for delay 
will not be accepted by the firm unless it has been advised previ­
ously of the existence of unsatisfactory conditions.
The supervisor should note carefully the amount of time re­
quired on past examinations or estimated for the current ex­
amination and if such time is likely to be exceeded in the current 
engagement, the partner in charge should be notified at once.
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The in-charge staff member should give advance notice to 
the supervisor and partner of when reports will be ready for 
review, so that reviews may be made promptly.
If space and lighting in a client’s office are not conducive to 
good work, the matter should be brought to the attention of the 
accountant in charge, who will exercise his discretion as to how 
to handle the matter with the client.
As soon as you encounter any of the following situations, you 
should contact your superior immediately before proceeding 
further. Before doing so, however, be sure you have all the facts 
required by your superior to make a decision.
1. Suspected defalcation or other irregularity.
2. Receipt of instructions from the client or his employees to 
significantly change the scope of our examination.
3. Harassment by the client or by his employees.
4. Findings which lead you to believe that the firm will not be 
able to express the type of opinion which the client expects 
to receive.
5. Factors which lead you to believe that the time budget will 
be significantly exceeded.
6. Factors which lead you to believe that the scope of the ex­
amination should be materially revised.
7. Complaints by the client or by his employees which cause 
you to believe that they are dissatisfied with the firm’s work 
or staff.
8. Any other information which in your judgment should be 
passed on to the partner.
A S S IG N M E N T  PR O C E D U R E S
example: Partners or managers are to make the arrangements 
for engagements. The arrangements for each audit engagement 
should be confirmed by a letter drafted by the in-charge staff 
member for review and approval by a partner.
If the client makes important changes in his instructions after 
signing the letter, the firm should prepare a memo summariz­
ing the changes and have the client initial the firm’s copy.
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Personnel are assigned to audit jobs by the partner or man­
ager in charge of personnel. Assignments are made on the basis 
of complexity of the engagement, work location, individual 
staff member’s experience and capabilities, client preference, 
and other factors. Consequently, there can be no standard 
staffing, except that every job will be under the direction of a 
partner. The firm tries to give assistants as wide a variety of 
assignments as possible, and allow them to work under as 
many different supervisors and partners as possible.
It is highly desirable that personnel be informed of their as­
signments well in advance so that they can prepare adequately 
and can fruitfully utilize unassigned time.
Matters relating to assignments are to be taken up with the 
partner or manager in charge of personnel. Any assignments 
made by partners or others should be reported immediately to 
those who are involved.
In the event a client’s office is to be closed for any reason 
(except holidays observed by the firm), inform the partner or 
manager in charge of personnel as early as possible so that, if 
practicable, other work may be arranged for that day.
When staff members are unable to report to the office, or 
to the client’s office, by reason of illness or other cause, they 
should promptly notify the office. Should staff members be on 
out-of-town engagements, they should notify the client’s office 
directly in addition to notifying the firm’s office.
All staff members reported as available for a new assignment 
on a certain day should be released on schedule unless other 
arrangements are made previous to that day. To be able to 
start engagements as promptly as scheduled, strict adherence to 
the above rule is necessary.
When not on an assignment, a staff member reports regularly 
to the office. When a staff member is given an assignment, he 
will be informed of the general nature of the work and will be 
given instructions as to reporting for it.
If for any reason a staff member cannot or does not report 
to work as arranged, the office should be notified immediately 
by whoever has knowledge of the matter.
Staff members can increase their value to the firm by studying 
material directly bearing on forthcoming assignments. In the 
matter of audit assignments, it is particularly helpful to review
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prior years’ work papers concerning the client and to study sta­
tistics and accounting and reporting practices relating to the 
client’s industry and to other clients in the same or related indus­
tries. In tax matters, it is helpful to study the tax law, regulations, 
and services relevant to types of problems which you expect to 
encounter. Much, if not all, of such advance preparation can be 
done on what would otherwise be free time and, to the extent 
that it benefits the client, that time should be charged to the 
engagement. When in doubt as to how much time to charge, you 
should check with the partner or manager.
If the client’s employees delay the work by negligence or de­
liberate failure to provide required information, relief may be 
obtained if the in-charge staff member discusses the matter with 
the client’s officials. In the event of delay or failure to secure 
desired information, the firm will be considered at fault if it has 
not sought remedy from the proper person in the client’s organi­
zation.
Before departing for any assignment, it is the staff member’s 
responsibility to ascertain whether he will be expected to secure 
or bring with him files or supplies.
K E EP IN G  IN T O U C H  W IT H  T H E  O F F IC E
example: A staff member must keep the office informed of his 
whereabouts during business hours. When assigned outside the 
office, he should advise the receptionist of his destination. He 
should also telephone the office daily for the duration of engage­
ments away from the office, unless out of town.
example: Staff members must keep the office informed of their 
whereabouts during business hours. Upon leaving the office, they 
should advise the telephone operator where they may be reached 
during their absence from the office. If working at a location 
which is more than one mail day distant, they should notify the 
office by telegraph or telephone of any change in location.
When assigned to out-of-town engagements, a staff member 
should inform the office of the name of the hotel at which he 
plans to stop. If a change is subsequently made, the office should 
be informed immediately by telegraph or telephone.
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The office should be notified promptly of any change of home 
address or telephone number. In the absence of a telephone, the 
nearest pay station or private telephone from which one may be 
called should be furnished to the personnel department.
Staff members should also notify the office of changes in the 
following information reported on “employee information” forms:
• Marital status
• Number of dependents
• Citizenship status
• Nearest of kin (in case of emergency)
• School attendance and additional degrees received
• Change in CPA examination status
• Membership in professional societies
• Publication of articles
U N A S S IG N E D  T IM E
example: From time to time there will be brief periods during 
which a staff member will not be assigned work to perform. While 
these periods ordinarily are of relatively short duration, they 
should not be wasted but should be used for the benefit of the 
firm and the individual. Available time should be utilized first 
for projects which directly benefit the firm or its clients. The 
member should discuss with his superiors whether it would be 
practical to undertake interim work to utilize available time or 
ask the partners, managers, in-charge staff members, and per­
sonnel manager if there are any projects or jobs which he can 
work on. If not, then he may work in the office on jobs to which 
he may reasonably expect to be assigned. He may develop audit 
programs, set up  schedules, review  prior year working papers 
and prepare lists of ways to improve the audit, and study the 
client’s organization (and the related industry).
After these possibilities have been exhausted, a member can 
use any remaining time for his own professional development; 
For example, he may review audit and tax work papers to broaden 
his knowledge of audit techniques, tax matters, and so forth, or 
he may study professional literature from the library.
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E V A L U A T IO N  O F  P E R F O R M A N C E  A N D  P O T E N T IA L  
O F  S T A F F  P E R S O N N E L
example: The firm has an employee progress rating plan which 
is used to evaluate employees. Under this plan the employee’s 
performance is rated in the following categories:
1. Effectiveness in meeting and dealing with others
2. Ability to apply accounting and auditing principles, methods 
and procedures
3. Effectiveness in organizing and executing accounting and 
auditing assignments
4. Ability to analyze audit findings, system survey results, etc.
5. Ability to develop reports and effectiveness in conveying ideas 
in writing
6. Ability to develop accounting and auditing programs
7. Ability to supervise others
8. Administrative ability
The employee is rated in these categories on each engagement 
by the partner, supervisor or senior in charge of the engagement. 
At least once a year, the administrative partner will review and 
discuss the information from the rating forms with the employee.
example: Personnel reports are used to evaluate the perform­
ance of those who prepare tax returns and work on audit assign­
ments. An in-charge staff member discusses performances indi­
vidually with the staff members working with him on an assign­
ment. An audit supervisor or manager discusses an in-charge staff 
member’s performance with him. A partner forms his opinion 
concerning the performance of the in-charge man, supervisor or 
manager from personnel reports, from his review of the work 
papers, and from conferences held during the course of the en­
gagement. The comments of all partners and managers are sum­
m arized twice a year, usually in April and October, and are 
considered when determining salary increases, promotions, and 
job assignments. Twice a year each staff member meets with a 
partner to review his performance of the preceding six months 
and to discuss his progress and other points relating to his career.
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During these meetings, the staff members have the opportunity 
to discuss their questions, problems, and feelings about progress.
C O M P L E T IN G  T H E  W R IT IN G  O F  A  R E P O R T
IN A  C L IE N T ’S O F F IC E
example: All work on an engagement should be completed, as 
far as possible, at the office of the client. A client may not be 
aware of the time spent on an engagement if a considerable 
amount of work is done away from his office. Furthermore, it is 
frequently necessary to refer to the client’s records while drafting 
the report, and this is more expeditiously done if the report is 
prepared at the client’s office.
Whenever possible, proceed directly to the client’s office with­
out time-consuming stop-overs at the firm’s office.
IN D E P E N D E N C E
example: It is the responsibility of a staff member to notify the 
administrative partner if he is inadvertently assigned to work 
where (1) he has previously been employed, (2) he has a relative 
in the employ of the client, (3) a relative in the employ of a 
competitor of the client, or (4) he has a financial interest in the 
client. Under such circumstances, it may be necessary to assign 
some other staff member to the work in order that the firm main­
tain independent status.
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P E R S O N A L  C O N D U C T
New employees should know what type of conduct is accept­
able and expected in their relationship with people inside and 
outside of the firm. Actions of the staff can be evaluated fairly 
only when the firm’s standards of conduct have been fully ex­
plained.
P R O F E S S IO N A L  B E A R IN G
example: Accountants should bear in mind at all times that 
they are professionals and should conduct themselves accord­
ingly. As the firm’s product is a service, it is largely known 
through the representatives who perform that service.
Even when not at business, staff members are at all times as­
sociated with the firm. The firm does not desire to direct leisure 
time, but staff members are expected to conduct themselves 
properly and to use restraint so that they will not impair their 
effectiveness when at work.
example: Each member of the staff is a representative of the 
firm. It is important that all contacts with clients and business 
associates reflect credit on the firm. Many things, such as personal 
appearance, habits, behavior, attitude toward clients’ employees, 
help to form the impression made upon clients and others.
You should present a professional, business-like and dignified 
appearance at all times. In general, conservative attire should be
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worn. Sports clothes are not considered in good taste if worn on 
a professional engagement.
R E L A T IO N S  W IT H  C L IE N T S
example: Care should be exercised to avoid anything which 
may create an unfavorable impression. Undue familiarity with 
either the client or his employees should be avoided. The attitude 
toward both should be one of dignified friendliness.
Personal opinions of the staff member should not be forced 
upon the client or others in his office. The employees of the client 
should be treated with the utmost consideration and respect. The 
personal relations of the staff while in the office of a client will 
be closely observed and any improprieties will necessarily reflect 
adversely upon the professional reputation of the firm. Profane 
or suggestive remarks must be avoided. Common politeness re­
quires a liberal use of the words “please” and “thank you.”
example: A courteous, but independent, attitude should be 
maintained in your work with clients at all times. You should 
strive to develop a professional approach in all relationships as 
you carry out your duties for our firm whether at a client’s place 
of business or in our office.
The work, fees or characteristics of other public accountants 
should not be commented upon, criticized or discussed with 
clients, clients’ employees or others.
R E L A T IO N S  W IT H  T H E  C L IE N T 'S  P E R S O N N E L
example: The firm encourages dignified, friendly relations be­
tween staff members and the client’s employees. This can assist 
in maintaining a cooperative attitude and can aid in the main­
tenance of a high level of professional service for the benefit of 
clients. Undue familiarity should be avoided, as it can lead to 
embarrassing and sometimes dangerous situations.
example: It is desirable that staff members do not become too 
friendly with clients or their employees. The attitude toward both
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should be one of dignified friendliness, and relations should not 
be the cause of embarrassment. Staff members should exercise 
discretion in their relations with the client’s staff. To encourage 
a spirit of friendship and cordiality, avoiding undue familiarity, 
is the goal. Representatives should not assume that the retention 
of goodwill of the client’s organization depends upon feelings of 
good fellowship.
Client’s officers or employees should not be bothered unneces­
sarily with questions by staff members. When questions arise, 
make a list of them so that several can be taken up at the same 
time with the client. Many such questions will be answered dur­
ing the progress of the work without questioning the client.
Inquiries from client’s employees as to the status or results of 
the firm’s work should be reported to the accountant in charge. 
Markers should not be left in books. The client’s employees should 
not be able to ascertain the progress or extent of the examination.
R E L A T IO N S  W IT H  O T H E R  S T A F F  M E M B E R S
A N D  P A R T N E R S
example: The in-charge staff member is responsible for the 
proper conduct of the examination and for preparation of the 
report. He will determine the work to be done by each assistant, 
giving due consideration to the accounting ability and capacity 
of the assistant. He must have knowledge of the capabilities of 
the staff assigned to him. If he has had no previous experience 
with a staff member, he should ascertain the assistant’s qualifica­
tions from the partner. As much as possible of the detail work 
should be assigned to assistants, but every effort should be made 
to avoid using men who are capable of more advanced work for 
the routine and elementary phases of the work. All work of as­
sistants must be reviewed carefully by the in-charge staff member. 
Assistants should be questioned upon all phases of the work they 
performed immediately upon its completion.
If the personnel assigned to an engagement cannot handle the 
work in a capable and economical manner, the supervisor or in­
charge staff member should report the condition promptly to the 
partner.
Assistants should not undertake work which they do not thor­
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oughly comprehend. If they do not understand the character and 
purpose of the work assigned to them, they should have the in­
structions clarified before proceeding with it. It is expected that 
assistants will give loyal co-operation and support to their su­
periors and that supervisors and in-charge staff members will do 
everything practicable to aid assistants in increasing their knowl­
edge and skill.
D IS C LO S U R E  O F  F A M IL Y  R E L A T IO N S H IP
W IT H  C L IE N T
example: Any staff member who is related to a client, to an 
officer, or to an employee having a responsible position in a 
client’s organization must bring such fact to the attention of the 
administrative partner upon being advised of assignment to such 
client.
C R IT IC IS M  O F  C L IE N T ’S A C C O U N T IN G  S Y S T E M
example: The dignity of the firm, as exemplified in the person 
of the staff member, should at all times be maintained. This is 
best done by confining oneself, while in contact with the client, 
strictly to the matters relevant to the engagement. Accountants 
are expected to be diplomatic to the client’s employees, and 
should not under any circumstances offer negative criticism re­
garding the client’s employees, their manner of doing business, 
or their method of keeping the books. Any criticisms which the 
accountant has to offer should be shown by the accountant on 
the working papers and brought to the attention of the partner 
in charge of the engagement for his consideration.
example: Staff members should become familiar with the 
client’s accounting system, discuss their ideas about it freely with 
the accountant in charge and prepare appropriate memoranda 
for working papers. However, they should not criticize the system 
to the client’s officials or employees unless authorized to do so 
by the partner in charge. Where appropriate, criticisms or sug­
gestions of staff members should be reviewed with the firm’s 
management services department.
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H A N D L IN G  U N P L E A S A N T  S IT U A T IO N S
W IT H  T H E  C L IE N T ’S  P E R S O N N E L
example: Clients and their employees should not be antagon­
ized. They should be afforded courteous, dignified treatment 
under all circumstances. Staff members should maintain their 
equanimity and dignity at all times. In the event of unpleasant 
developments or disagreements with a client, the incident should 
be reported immediately to a partner.
D IS C O V E R Y  O F  P O S S IB LE  D E F A L C A T IO N
example: The discovery by a staff member of evidence indi­
cating possible embezzlement or defalcation must be reported at 
once to his immediate superior. The matter should not be dis­
closed to or discussed with officials or employees of the client, 
except as instructed by the partner in charge of the engagement.
C O N F O R M IT Y  T O  T H E  R U LE S  A N D  C U S T O M S
O F  T H E  C L IE N T ’S O F F IC E
example: Conformity to the rules of the client’s office is an 
established practice, particularly with respect to work hours, 
smoking, coffee breaks and the informality of one’s dress.
C O N F ID E N T IA L  M A T T E R S  O F  T H E  C L IE N T
example: Discussion by staff members of the details of an 
examination should not be held within hearing of the client or 
his employees. The business of a client or the firm must not be 
discussed with outsiders nor in public places with other employ­
ees of the firm.
The work of a certified public accountant relates to the affairs 
of others. Therefore, all matters becoming known to a staff mem­
ber through his work for clients must be held in strict confidence.
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A client’s affairs must not be discussed with his employees except 
on instructions of the client. Any request on the part of a client 
for information as to the scope of the examination or with respect 
to the contents of the firm’s working papers should be referred to 
the partner in charge. Staff members must not discuss their work 
or any feature of it with anyone except members of their organi­
zation. This rule prohibits such discussion with the staff mem­
ber’s family, close friends or others.
example: Each staff man is expected to observe the responsi­
bilities of his firm and of the profession with respect to main­
taining as “strictly confidential” anything he learns in the course 
of his work. This attitude must be maintained in all public and 
private places and extends to the client’s employees, other clients 
and their employees, friends and family and also to fellow staff 
men.
example: Keep client’s records of a confidential nature under 
direct control so that no unauthorized person in the client’s of­
fice may have access to the information. Books, files, and other 
records used during the examination should be returned to client’s 
personnel as soon as possible after one is finished with them. 
Client’s books and records should be controlled with the same 
care as one’s own working papers when they are in his possession, 
particularly if confidential records such as payrolls, check records, 
or internal financial statements are involved.
Books, checks or other papers which are the property of clients 
should not be taken from clients’ offices without their consent. 
Such papers should be kept in a separate envelope labelled, “To 
be returned to Mr. X— .” A list of such records in duplicate 
should be prepared, one copy as the client’s receipt and the other 
to be retained in the firm’s working papers. Upon return of any 
records borrowed, the duplicate receipt should be checked and 
notations made to indicate the date of return. The original receipt 
or an acknowledgment should be obtained from the client as evi­
dence that all of the borrowed records have been returned. Keys 
or other articles borrowed from clients should be returned 
promptly when they are no longer required.
Permission of a partner is required before an employee may 
take a client’s books or records out of the firm’s office, unless he is
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returning them to the client. Ordinarily, when permission is 
granted, the records should be returned to the office or to the 
client promptly, usually on the following day.
All correspondence, forms, journal entries—in short, everything 
sent to a client’s office—must be addressed to the attention of an 
individual and the envelope should be marked “private and con­
fidential” if the contents are such that the client might want to 
limit their availability. The purpose of this is to prevent informa­
tion which the client wants to keep confidential from being ac­
cessible to mail room personnel, secretaries, and so forth.
Confidential material must be mutilated before it is discarded. 
Mutilation should be thorough enough to prevent reconstruction 
of the material or identification of the client. Tearing up the ma­
terial is usually an adequate way of accomplishing this.
C O N F ID E N T IA L  M A T T E R S  O F  T H E  F IR M
example: Confidential matters of the firm such as compensa­
tion, fees and billing rates should not be discussed with the client. 
The staff member will maintain dignity by politely refusing to 
discuss such personal matters with either the client or his em­
ployees.
Salary and bonus information is confidential and should not be 
discussed with other staff members.
Reports or records which show billing rates or salary informa­
tion of the firm’s personnel are to be made available only to part­
ners and others specifically “cleared” by a partner.
C A R E  O F  C O N F ID E N T IA L  W O R K  P A P E R S
example: Material contained in audit work papers is to be 
treated confidentially. If it is necessary to leave work papers at 
a client’s office overnight, the briefcase should be locked and 
stored in a safe place. The same precautions should be taken when 
leaving the work papers at lunch time. Client’s employees should 
not have access to any part of work papers which contain confi­
dential information and should not be informed of the progress 
or extent of the examination.
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example: The firm’s working papers and records used in con­
nection with examinations are confidential. Staff members are 
individually responsible for exercising the utmost diligence in 
safeguarding and keeping under their control all papers in their 
possession. During the course of the examination at the client’s 
office, any work papers not under the immediate and constant 
control of a staff member must be locked in briefcases or other 
containers provided by the firm or in space accessible only to 
our representatives.
The firm’s programs, questionnaires and other forms should be 
protected as carefully as the working papers.
Where the volume is small, working papers and client’s books 
and records may be forwarded by first-class, registered mail. In­
sure them for the estimated cost of replacing the items less $2,000, 
the amount of the firm’s insurance on “valuable papers.” Working 
papers should always be carefully packaged for shipment.
P E R S O N A L  T E L E P H O N E  C A L L S
A T  C L IE N T ’S O F F IC E
example: A client’s telephone should not be used for personal 
calls, except in an emergency. Always obtain permission from the 
client before using his telephone.
The name, address, or telephone number of a client must not 
be disclosed to friends, other clients, or anyone outside the office. 
Should it become necessary for relatives, clients or friends to 
communicate with a member of the staff, the office of the firm 
is to be called, and not that of the client. The receptionist can 
then call the staff member and relay the message, and he can 
return the call.
example: Personal telephone calls should not be made or re­
ceived while on an assignment, unless it is urgent. When either 
business or personal toll calls are made from a client’s office, 
one should either reimburse the client for the cost of the call, 
or request that the call be charged directly to the firm’s office 
telephone number by the telephone company.
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O F F E R S  O F  E M P L O Y M E N T
F R O M  T H E  C L IE N T
example: Staff members must not solicit clients for employ­
ment. If a staff member is approached by a client with an offer 
of employment, the matter should be discussed promptly with the 
administrative partner of the firm. The firm is pleased when an 
opportunity for advancement comes to any member of its staff, 
whether it be within its organization or with a client, and will 
gladly discuss questions of this kind with the staff member, giv­
ing due consideration to his best interest. Staff members must 
not discuss with a client or a client’s employees such matters as 
length of service with the firm or the amount of compensation he 
receives.
S M O K IN G
example: Judgment should be exercised with reference to 
smoking in the office of any client. The client’s rules regarding 
smoking should be observed and smoking should be restricted 
to those offices where it is generally indulged in.
D R ESS A N D  G R O O M IN G
example: Many seemingly small items may at times have much 
to do with the impressions clients form of the firm.
The staff member should at all times be conscious of his per­
sonal appearance. Neglect of proper grooming and improper care 
of clothing indicate most surely to anyone who is to any extent 
discriminating that carelessness in such matters must, of neces­
sity, be carried through into the character of the work a man 
performs.
It is well recognized that a staff member may be judged to a 
considerable extent by his dress. Attire should conform to pro­
fessional status and so avoid what would otherwise be a loss of 
professional prestige.
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example: Personal appearance is as important as diligence and 
the quality of work. Even a college degree does not insure that 
one has learned the importance of neatness and propriety of dress, 
cleanliness, punctuality and a reasonable amount of decorum in 
behavior. The accountant should present a professional, business­
like and dignified appearance at all times.
In general, conservative attire should be worn. Sports clothes 
are not considered in good taste, if worn on a professional en­
gagement. Proper dress will add much to personal professional 
attitude. Accordingly, conventional shirts, ties and jackets should 
be worn on all working days, including Saturdays when scheduled.
U S E  O F  F IR M ’S N A M E
example: Stationery or forms on which the firm’s name appears 
may not be used for personal purposes at any time. The firm’s 
letterhead can be used only for communications which are signed 
by a partner and which relate to firm business or professional 
activities, except that managers may sign in their own name (not 
in the firm name) on firm’s stationery in the case of routine firm 
correspondence. Correspondence covering matters in which the 
firm acts in its professional capacity can be signed only by a 
partner and should be signed in the firm name. If an individual 
partner is expressing his own personal views and this fact is 
clearly evident from the correspondence in question, he can use 
firm stationery but should sign in his own name.
E A T IN G  IN T H E  O FF IC E
example: Under no circumstances should the staff bring lunch 
with them to the client’s premises. The sight of lunch bags belies 
professional status in the mind of the client. If pressure of the 
work makes it necessary to eat lunch at the client’s office, one 
should use the client’s cafeteria or have lunch brought in. It is 
permissible to eat lunch in one’s own offices, but no staff member 
or administrative employee should eat food in an area where 
clients can observe him.
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Staff members will occasionally be invited to join the client’s 
officers for dinner. Acceptance of such an invitation is permissible, 
provided strictly professional relationships are maintained.
O F F IC E  D EC O R U M
example: It is permissible to play cards or other games during 
the lunch hour in one’s own offices provided that this does not 
extend into firm time and is not within sight or earshot of touring 
clients. Under no circumstances is the staff permitted to play 
games on the client’s premises.
P E R S O N A L  IN V E S T M E N T S  W IT H  C L IE N T S
example: No member of the staff, or his wife or minor children, 
should own directly or constructively any securities of, or have 
any financial interest in, a publicly held client whose financial 
statements are examined by the firm.
example: No member of the organization should own or acquire 
any debt or ownership securities issued by, or have any financial 
interest in, a client whose financial statements he examines while 
in the firm’s employ.
Any staff member who owns any securities issued by a client 
or has any other financial interest in a client must bring this fact 
to the attention of the administrative partner immediately upon 
being advised of assignment to such client.
F IN A N C IA L  T R A N S A C T IO N S  W IT H  C L IE N T S
example: Money or gratuities must not be accepted from 
clients, and any offers of this character must be reported promptly 
to the firm. Salary, expense or personal checks must not be cashed 
at a client’s offices. Money must not be borrowed from, or other
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obligations incurred with clients or employees of clients. Further, 
staff personnel must not request favors by way of special dis­
counts on merchandise which the client produces or holds for 
sale. Instances may arise in which a client voluntarily offers mer­
chandise at special prices, or offers an opportunity to purchase 
"seconds” or used merchandise at favorable prices to the staff 
member. In some instances, such offers can be accepted without 
loss of independence. However, decisions in all such matters 
should be made by a partner.
O U T S ID E  W O R K
example: Experience has shown that in order to render the 
most effective service to clients, staff members must give their 
exclusive attention to the work of the firm. Accordingly, staff 
members are not permitted to undertake any tax, accounting, or 
management services work on their own account, or any work 
of any type for compensation, fee or profits, or active participa­
tion in the management of an enterprise, without written per­
mission from the firm. This requirement is not intended to apply 
to work for civic and religious institutions, clubs or similar ac­
tivities undertaken without compensation. Staff members are en­
couraged to refer possible clients to the firm. If such a referral 
results in a new client for the firm, the staff man will be com­
pensated in a fair and adequate manner.
example: Staff members are expected to devote their services 
exclusively to the firm’s affairs, and unless specifically authorized 
in each particular instance, it will be considered a breach of of­
fice regulations for any employee to engage in outside employ­
ment or to render technical or professional service to others. 
Outsiders would expect the services of the staff member to be of 
the high standards required by the firm. The prestige and good 
name of the firm could be damaged if a staff member were to 
perform any services without proper supervision. Accordingly, 
staff members are not permitted to solicit or to undertake any 
accounting work on their own.
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P E R S O N A L  F IN A N C IA L  R E S P O N S IB IL IT Y
example: The firm believes that staff members must be finan­
cially responsible for themselves and their families. It cannot 
condone the application by creditors for satisfaction of debts in­
curred by the staff. A staff member should discuss his financial 
problems with a partner before such a situation occurs.
R E P O R TIN G  A C C ID E N T S
example: In case of an accident to any person while engaged 
in the firm’s business, it is necessary to submit a full report in 
writing (for insurance purposes) to the supervisor immediately. 
The report should outline all important circumstances relating to 
the accident and should state specifically the place, time, and 
exact nature of the accident, names and addresses of all persons 
involved (including witnesses), and the extent of injuries or 
damages incurred.
T E R M IN A T IO N  O F  E M P L O Y M E N T
example: The notice required to be given, either by the firm 
or employee, on the discontinuance of their relations will depend 
upon the arrangements mutually agreed upon, if any, when an 
employee joins the staff.
When the firm has indicated termination, as a general rule 
it will try to keep employees on long enough so that they may 
have a reasonable opportunity to secure new employment. When 
an employee decides to leave, the firm believes it is fair to expect 
him to give as much notice as possible, certainly at least two 
weeks or more depending on his level of responsibility.
example: It is the intention of the firm to provide continuous 
employment for its employees as far as possible. When employ­
ment is to be terminated by the firm, terminal notice and com­
pensation will be considered in each case and will be based upon 
the circumstances surrounding the termination. It is expected
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that employees who plan to resign will be as considerate in giving 
advance notice as they would expect to receive from the firm.
P R O B A T IO N A R Y  PER IO D
example: New employees are considered to be on a probation­
ary basis for the first 90 days. During this period, their work 
will be supervised closely and the supervisor should be consulted 
whenever there is a problem. During this period, they can decide 
whether they will like the organization just as it will determine 
how well they fit in.
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C O M P E N S A T IO N
Policies regarding compensation vary greatly between firms. 
The examples are illustrative only and do not represent recom­
mended policies nor a summary of widely adopted policies.
P A Y  PER IO D  A N D  P A Y  D A Y S
Pay periods of the firms who submitted their manuals to the 
subcommittee working on this bulletin included weekly, bi­
weekly and semimonthly.
example: Salaries are paid on Fridays, every other week. Salary 
checks are delivered, based upon the prompt filing of the bi­
weekly time summary, and will be held up whenever chronic 
violation occurs. Salary checks must not be cashed at a client’s 
office.
example: Pay periods for all employees run from the first 
through the 15th and from the 16th through the last day of the 
month.
All pay checks are distributed to our employees on the 15th 
day and the last day of each month covering the immediately 
preceding pay period. If either the 15th or the last day of the 
month falls on a Saturday, pay checks are distributed on the 
preceding Friday. If either falls on a Sunday, pay checks are dis­
tributed on the following Monday.
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O V E R T IM E
example: A professional activity such as ours can not be con­
ducted strictly on an eight-hour day, 40-hour week basis. We 
believe that if it is occasionally necessary for a staff member to 
work a few hours more than the standard 40 hours per week to 
accomplish an objective, he should not expect to be compensated 
for overtime. On the other hand, we believe that any professional 
employee should be able to take a reasonable amount of time off 
for personal reasons without a deduction from his pay or his 
having to make up the time. We do not believe we should take 
advantage of this philosophy by expecting a continuous or un­
reasonable amount of overtime work without appropriate com­
pensation.
During the tax season, the staff should plan to be available 
for work on Saturdays. It is our objective, however, to reduce the 
amount of overtime required for the busy season. We believe 
that greater efficiency, greater job satisfaction, and a more satis­
factory family life can be achieved for all of us if the overtime 
during the tax season can be reduced.
Staff members with less than one year’s experience in public 
accounting and all administrative personnel (clerical, etc.) will 
be paid overtime at the rate of one and one-half times straight- 
time hours over 40 hours per week. This overtime will be paid 
on the 15th day of each month for the two payroll periods 
during the preceding calendar month. An overtime authorization 
form must be completed for any overtime worked.
If it is necessary for a staff member, other than a first-year staff 
member, to work an excessive amount of overtime for a sustained 
period in order to meet job objectives, the situation must first be 
discussed with the partner responsible for the job involved. If the 
partner’s approval is obtained, the authorized overtime work may 
be performed by the staff member, and he will either be paid for 
the overtime or else he can take compensating time off. When 
the work has been completed, a staff overtime authorization form 
should be prepared by the staff member and submitted to the 
appropriate partner, who should indicate his approval by signing 
the form. Approved overtime will be paid at the end of the 
month and will be computed at straight time.
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B O N U S E S
example: Bonuses paid after the close of the tax season are 
discretionary in amount, but ordinarily will be approximately the 
amount which would have been received if the staff member 
had been paid for overtime computed at straight time.
The income tax season will be considered for bonus purposes 
to begin with the first week ending after January 1 and to end on 
April 15.
Although there is no deduction from pay for normal illnesses, 
such time off may have an effect on overtime computations for 
bonus purposes. No time taken off for illness can be counted in 
determining overtime for a particular week. For example—if a 
staff member is off Monday and works from Tuesday through 
Saturday at nine hours per day, his overtime for that week is five 
hours, not thirteen hours, even though his time sheet will show 
53 hours for the week. If, because of illness or other personal 
reasons, the total time worked during the period of a calendar 
week is less than 40 hours, the difference between the number 
of hours worked and 40 hours may be partially or completely 
offset against overtime for other weeks at straight time.
C O M P E N S A T O R Y  T IM E  O F F
example: During the period from April 15 to the last week 
ending December of each year extraordinary overtime will be 
compensated for by time off or will be paid for. However, if it 
is necessary to work on a Saturday or Sunday for a particular 
event, such as a physical inventory, we expect a compensating 
day off to be taken as soon as it is convenient.
No compensation adjustments will be made for a reasonable 
amount of overtime and undertime (based upon a standard of 40 
hours per week).
example: Employees not subject to the Wage and Hour Law 
are under a plan allowing equal compensatory time off for hours 
worked in excess of 40 per week. The compensatory time ac­
cumulated may be taken off at the employee’s discretion, subject
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to our work schedule. Payment will be made at straight-time 
rates for any earned compensatory time not taken off by the end 
of the calendar year.
S U P P E R  A L L O W A N C E
example: During periods of heavy work schedules, staff mem­
bers may be required to work evenings, Saturdays and other 
times not usually scheduled. Under such circumstances, the firm 
will reimburse the employee for parking expenses and lunch or 
dinner, provided the work period extends over three hours.
example: During tax season, a dinner allowance is paid to all 
professional and office employees at a rate based on the hours 
worked during a week in excess of 40 hours (including coffee 
breaks), in a given week. For this purpose, the week is considered 
to start on Sunday and to end on the following Saturday. The 
allowance is paid whether or not a dinner is actually eaten out. 
During the rest of the year, we will reimburse the cost of dinners 
within reason when staff and manager have to eat out because 
of working after normal dinner hours.
S A L A R Y  A N D  P R O M O T IO N  P O LIC IE S
example: Promotions and advancements are based solely upon 
merit. We wish to emphasize that it is ability, not seniority, that 
will determine your remuneration, responsibilities, and promo­
tion. The staff member is limited only by his desire and willing­
ness to improve his ability and competence. Salary increases and 
promotions are made when it is evident that the employee is 
capable of handling additional responsibilities and performing 
at higher levels of work.
example: The partners of the firm review the records of all 
personnel throughout the year. Periodically, but no less fre­
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quently than once a year, the progress of each staff member is 
evaluated. Salary increases are based upon such evaluations.
example: Starting salaries for new assistants are set largely by 
factors of supply and demand. Our general policy is to pay 
salaries as high as those paid by other reputable and competent 
firms. The salary of each staff member is reviewed approximately 
one year after he joins the staff, and twice a year thereafter. 
Salary increases, when warranted, are effective June 1 and De­
cember 1. The most important considerations in setting salaries 
are performance during the preceding six months and our evalu­
ation of the individual’s potential for future development.
example: Through training opportunities, exposure to broad 
and specialized accounting experience, and by daily example, 
your work environment is designed to stimulate professional and 
personal growth.
Partners counsel staff regularly on their professional progress, 
encourage staff members to develop special aptitudes and skills, 
and help prepare them for promotion.
It is the policy of the firm to promote people from within the 
organization whenever possible. Present employees are given 
first consideration for available higher level positions. Promo­
tions are based on performance, achievement and merit, rather 
than tenure.
A R R A N G IN G  FO R P A Y  C H E C K S  
T O  B E  F O R W A R D E D  OR D E P O S ITE D
example: There are times when it is impractical for a staff 
member to be in the office when payroll checks are distributed. 
In such instances, and if so requested, salary checks will be 
deposited by us in the employee’s bank account or mailed to 
his home.
example: When requested, salary checks will be deposited in 
the employee’s bank account. Salary checks must not be cashed 
at a client’s office.
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E M P L O Y E E  B E N E F IT S
It appears to be general practice to provide certain “fringe” 
benefits, the most common being hospitalization and life insur­
ance, The amount provided and the portion of the premiums to 
be paid by the firm varies greatly. Other benefits are provided in 
varying amounts.
H O S P IT A L IZ A T IO N  A N D  M A JO R  M E D IC A L
IN S U R A N C E
example: The firm has a group policy for hospital and surgical 
insurance. This plan is of the major medical type. The coverages 
can be obtained from the firm upon request. This plan carries 
a $5,000 life insurance policy. Dependents’ coverage is also avail­
able in this plan. The firm pays one-half the total cost and de­
ducts the other half from the employee’s salary check.
example: The firm is a subscriber to a group insurance plan 
for hospitalization and major medical coverage, written by the 
Metro Insurance Company. The cost of the premium applicable 
to the employee is paid by the firm. At the employee’s option, 
his dependents can be covered under the plan, with the addi­
tional premium paid by the employee through payroll deduction.
Under the terms of the policy, coverage is available to new 
employees three months after commencement of employment.
example: The firm is a member of the Blue Cross Hospitali­
zation Plan and invites its employees to participate therein. The
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employee pays for this membership. Group life insurance and 
major medical insurance, after a qualifying period of six months’ 
employment, is made available to our employees at no cost to 
them.
example: Health Insurance and Major Medical Insurance. Those 
eligible are all personnel who have been employed for at least 
two months. The spouse and children of the employee may be 
included in the insurance plan. For an explanation of the cov­
erage, see the booklet which may be obtained from our office. 
Regarding premiums, the firm pays one-third; the individual pays 
the remaining two-thirds.
G R O U P  L IF E  IN S U R A N C E
example: The firm is a participant in the group life insurance 
plan offered by the American Institute of Certified Public Ac­
countants. The amount and type of coverage and general pro­
visions of the plan can be obtained from the office. Minimum 
coverage is $6,000 for life insurance and accidental death and 
dismemberment. Premiums are fully paid by the firm.
example: Life Insurance. All employees with more than six 
months experience with us will be furnished $5,000 of group life 
insurance at no cost to the employee. In addition, each em­
ployee may take additional insurance which combined with the 
basic $5,000 will be equal to double his annual earnings (raised 
to the next even $1,000) for the prior calendar year. This addi­
tional insurance will be furnished to employees at a cost of 
twenty-five cents per month for each $1,000 of additional insur­
ance. This amounts to about 40 per cent of the additional pre­
mium; the remaining 60 per cent is paid by the firm. These 
amounts will be deducted from monthly payroll checks. In com­
puting annual earnings, overtime and bonuses are to be ignored.
For example, let us assume that an employee’s pay during an 
entire calendar year has been at the rate of $700 per month, or 
$8,400 per year. He would be entitled to a total of $18,000 of life  
insurance. (The annual earnings are raised to the next highest 
$1,000.) Of this total of $18,000, he would receive $5,000 auto­
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matically at no cost and could obtain, at his option, the additional 
$13,000 insurance at a cost to him of only $3.25 per month.
For those who did not elect the additional coverage at the 
initial enrollment or for those who do not elect the additional in­
surance at the time they become eligible, the additional insurance 
may be obtained at a later date only if satisfactory evidence of 
insurability is submitted to the insurance company.
Accidental Death, Disability and Dismemberment. Those per­
sons eligible are all personnel who are members of the Ohio So­
ciety of CPAs. The coverage ranges from $25,000 up to a maxi­
mum of $200,000. The premiums, up to $25,000, are paid by the 
firm. Over $25,000, the premiums are paid by the individual.
S IC K  L E A V E
example: A reasonable allowance for personal illness will be 
allowed. During periods of illness of an employee (this does not 
include members of the employee’s family) the firm will con­
tinue base salary payments, based upon the employee’s years 
with the firm and previous illness history. There is not a set 
number of days per year that will be paid for but each illness will 
be considered independently.
G R O U P  D IS A B IL IT Y  IN C O M E  P L A N
example: All employees with at least three months’ service are 
covered by an insured salary continuation plan in the event of 
disability.
The plan provides that if an employee becomes disabled due 
to accident or sickness (as defined in the policy), he will receive 
66⅔  per cent of his monthly salary until he returns to work or 
becomes 65 years old. These benefits will be payable only after a 
90-day elimination period. Salary for the first 90 days of absence 
due to accident or sickness will be paid in accordance with our 
regular sick-pay plan described above. There is no cost to the 
employee for dais protection.
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C O N T IN U IN G  E D U C A T IO N
example: The firm will try to assign a staff member so as not 
to interfere with his attendance at regular school courses or 
courses in preparation for CPA examinations, but this may not 
always be possible.
Staff members should schedule the fewest studies, or none at 
all, during the first four months of the calendar year. Those pre­
paring for CPA examinations may expect to have the least inter­
ference of work with their studies if they are scheduled in prepa­
ration for the fall rather than the spring examinations.
T U IT IO N  R E IM B U R S E M E N T S
example: Because it is desirable that each employee continue 
his professional development and prepare himself for promotion, 
it is our policy to pay tuition expenses for accounting and related 
business courses taken in the evening at a recognized university. 
If there is any doubt about whether a course comes within this 
category, ask your supervisor. These tuition costs will be reim­
bursed upon the completion of the course whenever a grade of 
“B” or better is attained. The number of courses taken at one 
time should not be such as to interfere with the normal perform­
ance of your daytime duties.
example: To encourage the staff to continue studies, the firm 
will reimburse the tuition cost for an advanced tax course if it is 
being taken for the first time. The firm will not reimburse tuition 
for the beginning course because you are expected to have taken 
it before joining the staff.
The firm may request that certain staff members or managers 
take college courses in special areas. In this case, we usually pay 
the tuition. If members of the staff take courses on their own 
initiative they will usually be required to pay their own tuition. 
In some cases, we may require that a man take additional courses 
as a condition to employment. When this happens the individual 
is usually expected to pay his own tuition.
If the firm pays the cost of college or professional courses, we
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expect you to attend classes regularly, do all required work, and 
take all required examinations. When grades are given, we expect 
you to pass the course and to report your grades to a partner. If 
grades are not given, we expect an oral report to a partner cover­
ing your attendance record and a summary of what benefit you 
received from the course.
T H E  C P A  C E R T IF IC A T E
example: The firm expects all of its professional staff members 
to obtain their CPA certificate as soon as they are able to qualify. 
In some cases, failure to obtain it may delay or prevent promotion 
to a more responsible position. Certain specialists may be ex­
cused from these requirements by a partner.
Information on the requirements for the CPA license can be 
obtained from the state board of accountancy.
In addition to the time off with pay for taking the CPA exami­
nation, which is described in another section, we will refund the 
full initial examination fee to successful candidates.
D U E S  T O  P R O F E S S IO N A L  O R G A N IZ A T IO N S
example: The firm encourages membership in the Texas So­
ciety of Certified Public Accountants and in the American Insti­
tute of Certified Public Accountants, and will pay the annual 
dues for each qualified staff member in one of these societies.
example: The firm will pay the annual dues of the Ohio Society 
of Certified Public Accountants for all CPAs in its organization. 
We encourage all CPAs to join the American Institute of Certi­
fied Public Accountants.
example: The firm reimburses the staff for the cost of attend­
ing meetings and seminars of these professional societies, but 
expects the staff to bear the cost of dues. Costs of attending meet­
ings of the national professional society are also reimbursed. Costs 
reimbursed include mileage expenses to and from the meeting 
site, parking, and meals.
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S O C IA L S
example: In order that employees may become better ac­
quainted with each other, it is customary for the firm to have a 
post income-tax party each year. The total cost is borne by the 
firm. Staff personnel, their wives, husbands and dates are invited.
A T H L E T IC  T E A M S  A N D  O T H E R  R E C R E A T IO N
example: The firm sponsors a softball team and a bowling team 
which participates in CPA leagues. You are welcome to join 
either or both teams.
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W O R K IN G  H O U R S , V A C A T IO N S ,  
H O L ID A Y S  A N D  T IM E  O F F
Working hours vary greatly. However, employees should know 
what is expected of them and what they can expect. With this 
knowledge, they are in a position to plan their vacations and 
other absences.
T H E  B A S IC  W O R K  W E E K
example: The firm’s offices operate on a regular work week of 
40 hours consisting of five week days of eight hours each. 
When assigned to work in our offices, the staff must report by 
9:00 a.m . and not leave for the day before 5:00 p .m . The timing 
of lunch and coffee breaks is left to the discretion of the indi­
vidual, provided that he works a total of eight hours including 
one-half hour for coffee breaks but exclusive of time off for lunch 
and other personal matters.
When assigned to work at the client’s office, we should keep 
the same hours as the client’s personnel. In the event that a 
client works less than an eight-hour day, work out a suitable 
arrangement, whenever appropriate, for arriving early or leaving 
late in order to work a full eight-hour day.
Part-time employees are paid by the hour and are not paid 
for time spent on breaks.
example: The regular work day, in most cases, will be seven 
hours. Thus, there will be a minimum of 70 hours accounted for 
in a two-week period.
The minimum of seven hours per day will be composed of any
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one of the following: (1) All chargeable time; (2) Combination 
of chargeable, and non-chargeable time; or (3) All non-charge- 
able time.
During the income tax season—January through April 15 each 
year—six full working days will normally be scheduled each 
week. Each office will announce its schedule of daily hours in 
accordance with local practice. During the balance of the year— 
April 16 through December 31—every effort is made to limit the 
work week to five days.
C O N F O R M IN G  T O  T H E  C L IE N T ’S
W O R K  S C H E D U L E
example: When working in a client’s office, staff members 
should observe the client’s office hours, within reason. Clients 
are naturally sensitive to the effect upon their own organization 
of auditors reporting at hours inconsistent with those required 
of their own employees. This is equally true of departure time. 
Therefore, staff members are expected to arrive at the office of 
the client no later than the hour that the office opens. Lunch 
periods and departure in the evening should coincide with the 
practice of employees of the client.
If the hours of the client are fewer than those of the firm, it is 
expected that the staff man will work at our office or at home if 
practicable. If not practicable, the time difference should be re­
corded as lost time.
example: The client’s hours should be observed when working 
at the client’s office. For example, if the client’s hours are 8:30 
to 5:00, you should compensate by reducing your lunch hour to 
30 minutes. The client will be billed for eight hours, so every 
effort should be made to produce the equivalent of eight hours 
of work.
P U N C T U A L IT Y
example: It is expected that all employees will arrive at the 
office by 8:00 a.m . When an employee is unavoidably late, he
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should make up the lost time by working after 5:00 p .m .
Punctuality is especially important for staff men working at a
client’s office. The client is paying for your time and it is important 
that he obtain the full value of your services. Your promptness 
can do much toward building a client’s confidence in you and our 
organization.
C O F F E E  B R E A K S
example: It is customary for employees to take two ten-minute 
rest periods a day while in the office. The first period should be 
taken any time between 9:00 and 10:00 a.m .; the second, be­
tween 2:00 and 3:30 p .m . Please limit yourself to ten minutes, 
since this is a privilege which should not be abused. Because of 
space limitations, no more than eight persons should be in the 
coffee lounge at the same time.
Coffee breaks should not be taken in client’s offices unless in­
vited by the client’s personnel.
example: Our working day of eight hours for which you are 
accountable includes one-half an hour for coffee breaks. Do not 
charge any time to this category on days other than regular 
working days. For example, do not charge time to coffee break 
on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday even though you have worked 
on that day. The maximum time allowable for coffee breaks in a 
calendar week is 2& hours. Part-time employees are not paid for 
time spent on breaks and should not record such time.
We provide facilities in our office for the staff to prepare 
their own coffee. The staff should feel free to use these facilities 
as often as they please, provided that the total time taken out 
for coffee breaks does not exceed the one-half hour provided.
It is usually desirable for the partner, manager, or staff mem­
ber in charge to inform the client that coffee breaks taken by the 
staff while in the client’s office are not charged to the client.
If coffee breaks are not taken by the client’s personnel, the 
problem of whether our staff should or should not take them will 
be left to the judgment of the in-charge staff member. It may be 
desirable to explain our position to the client if we do not choose 
to follow his policy.
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H O L ID A Y S
Most firms distribute a list of the holidays which they observe.
example: Unless demands for service intervene, the following 
holidays will be observed when they fall on a regular working 
day:
New Year’s Day 
Memorial Day 
Independence Day 
Labor Day
Veterans Day 
Thanksgiving Day 
Christmas Day
example: Holidays on which the office is closed [New Year’s 
Day (unless assigned for inventories, and so forth), Memorial 
Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving, and Christ­
mas] and major religious holidays observed by individual staff 
members will be recorded as the number of hours in the sched­
uled working day in effect at the time of the holiday. If work is 
scheduled for a holiday, credit will be given for the holiday 
hours, or compensatory time off will be arranged.
All employees will be given time off with pay to observe their 
major religious holidays.
example: Holidays regularly recognized are: New Year’s Day, 
Memorial Day, the Fourth of July, Labor Day, Thanksgiving 
and Christmas. Time off for other holidays, including religious 
holidays such as Good Friday, Rosh Hashanah, and Yorn Kippur, 
may be taken as vacation days or as time off compensating for 
overtime. It should be noted that under this policy, any employee 
with a year of service is entitled to a minimum of two full weeks 
of vacation plus two extra days which may be used for religious 
observances or any other purpose.
P O L IC Y  W H E N  A  H O L ID A Y  F A L L S  O N  A  W E E K E N D
example: When a holiday falls on Sunday, the office will be 
closed on the following Monday.
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You must have worked the last work day before the holiday 
and the first work day following the holiday to be eligible for 
holiday pay.
example: If a recognized holiday falls on Saturday, the pre­
ceding Friday will be considered a holiday. If a recognized holi­
day falls on a Sunday, the following Monday will be considered 
a holiday.
V A C A T IO N S
example: Those employees who have been continuously in the 
service of the firm for one year or more on June 1 are entitled to 
two weeks’ vacation each year at a time when their duties will 
permit them to leave. A three weeks’ vacation is granted to staff 
members with ten years’ service, and a month’s vacation is 
granted to those with more than twenty-five years’ service. 
Permanent staff members who have been with the firm less than 
one year may be granted a vacation based on one day for each 
month’s service up to June 1.
It is required that one takes a vacation each year, as it is felt 
that everyone needs a period in which to refresh himself both 
physically and mentally. The scheduling of vacations must be 
approved by your supervisor.
Vacations do not accrue to employees who resign.
Vacation time will be allotted to a time when our assignments 
will permit. Except for unusual circumstances, no vacations will 
be authorized before June 15 each year. Unused vacation time 
cannot be carried over from year to year.
In practice, employees select vacation periods which they find 
convenient, and their requests are seldom refused. However, if 
the period selected involves a full week which includes a holiday 
on which the office is closed, no additional time will be allowed 
to compensate for the holiday.
example: Vacations will be based upon employment from July 
1 to June 30. They should be taken between April 15 and No­
vember 30, if possible. Special permission is necessary for vaca­
tions at other times. Vacation days may be taken between April
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15 and June 30, even though they are based on employment 
through June 30. Ordinarily, vacation days earned after June 30 
will not be taken until after the following April 15, but such days 
earned may be taken prior to the following April 15 under special 
circumstances and with special permission.
An employee with less than ten years of service is entitled to 
one working day of vacation for each month of employment be­
tween July 1 and June 30. A full year of employment will thus 
result in a vacation of twelve working days. An employee who 
begins work on December 1 would be entitled to seven days of 
vacation.
Any employee who has completed ten full years of employ­
ment by June 30 is entitled to one and one-half days of vacation 
for each month of employment between July 1 and June 30. The 
maximum vacation is eighteen working days.
Record all vacation days on time sheets on the basis of eight 
hours for each day. For an employee with less than ten years’ 
service, the total vacation hours to be recorded ordinarily would 
be 96. For those with ten or more years of service, the total vaca­
tion hours ordinarily would be 144.
If a new employee begins work between the first and 15th 
of a month, that month will be considered as a full month of 
employment. If he begins work between the 16th and the end 
of the month, that month will not be considered.
A terminating employee will be paid for the vacation which 
has accrued since the past June 30. If termination occurs between 
the 16th and the end of the month, that month will be counted 
as a full month. Otherwise, it will not be counted.
Notify the office of the dates planned for your vacation as 
soon as they are known, or in any event, by May 31. Notification 
received after that date may be too late to act upon. Notify the 
person who keeps the vacation schedule. Vacation days do not 
have to be taken consecutively.
Vacation allowances will be reduced according to the following 
schedules for leaves of absence, days taken off regularly and ex­
tended  illnesses. For this purpose only, days off for illness in 
excess of five days for the year from July 1 to June 30 will be 
combined with days not worked because of leaves of absence or 
a reduced work week to determine the reduction in vacation al­
lowance.
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It is our wish that each staff member take the entire vacation 
to which he is entitled. However, if circumstances make it im­
possible to do so, we shall pay for the vacation days not taken 
at the salary rate which was in effect on the June 30 which ends 
the period when the vacation days were earned. The vacation
EMPLOYEES W ITH LESS THAN TEN YEARS OF SERVICE
Days 
taken off
Reduction 
in vacation 
days
Days 
taken off
Reduction 
in vacation 
days
1 - 1 0 0 136 -  156 7
11 -  31 1 157 -  177 8
32 -  52 2 178 -  197 9
53 -  72 3 198 -  218 10
73 -  93 4 219 -  239 11
94 -  114 5 240 -  260 12
115 -  135 6
EMPLOYEES W ITH TEN OR MORE YEARS OF SERVICE
Reduction Reduction
Days in vacation Days in vacation
taken off days taken off days
1 -  6 0 132 -  145 10
7 - 2 0 1 146 -  159 11
21 -  34 2 160 -  173 12
35 -  48 3 174 -  187 13
49 -  62 4 188 -  201 14
63 -  76 5 202 -  215 15
77 -  90 6 216 -  229 16
91 -  104 7 230 -  243 17
105 -  118 8 244 -  260 18
119 -  131 9
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days paid for will be entered at the rate of eight hours per day 
as a special item on the time sheet for the period during which 
the payment in lieu of vacation was made. For example, if a pay­
ment is made on January 9, 1967, for three vacation days earned 
during the year ended June 30, 1966, payment will be made at 
the salary rate in effect on June 30, 1966, and 24 hours of vaca­
tion should be recorded on the time sheet for the period from 
December 27, 1966, to January 11, 1967.
Accrued vacation days paid for at termination of employment 
should be entered as vacation days on the final time sheet.
C O M P E N S A T O R Y  T IM E  O F F
example: Additional vacation allowances will arise from over­
time credits, as discussed in the chapter above on compensation.
S IC K  L E A V E
example: The accrual of sick pay benefits will be computed on 
an annual basis. During the first five years of employment, one 
week of sick pay is allowable for each full year of service. There­
after, two weeks of sick pay are earned for each additional year 
of service. Sick leave is carried forward if not used. The maximum 
accumulation is 13 weeks. The benefits of this plan are available 
only in the event of illness.
example: No deduction from compensation will be made for 
normal illnesses which last for a few days. All other absences for 
illness will be handled on an individual basis according to the 
particular circumstances.
When salary payments are continued during a period of dis­
ability, these salary payments will be reduced by the amount of 
disability benefits for which the employee is eligible. (It should 
be noted that we are referring only to disability benefits and not 
to the extra hospital benefits which are available during a period 
of hospitalization.)
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S T A F F  T R A IN IN G  T IM E
example: Staff training time, including time spent in attending 
professional development seminars and courses, which is assigned 
during or after regularly scheduled working hours, and time spent 
during regularly scheduled working hours on such non-charge- 
able activities as proofreading, and so forth, will be recorded in 
the normal fashion.
Time spent before and after regularly scheduled working hours 
on such activities as professional society meetings, community 
activities, professional study and reading, etc., will not be re­
corded on the time reports.
A C T IV E  M IL IT A R Y  D U T Y
example: An employee entering military service is entitled to 
return to the firm with full time credit for the military service 
period. This is important to you in determining your sickness 
and vacation benefits.
A member of the Reserve attending two weeks’ military tour 
of duty will be granted leave with pay and will be paid the dif­
ference between the amount of his regular straight-time salary 
and the amount which he actually received from the government 
as compensation for his two weeks of active duty.
The two-week leave of absence will not disqualify the em­
ployee from receiving vacation benefits to which he is otherwise 
entitled.
example: The firm recognizes that a number of staff men have 
military commitments in the form of two weeks of summer en­
campment or other military meetings. The treatment of this type 
of absence may follow either of two alternatives, at the discretion 
of the firm:
1. The firm will pay the staff man his full salary during the 
period of his absence and will charge the time against the 
vacation due him, or
2. The staff man will not be paid for the period he is in summer 
encampment or at other military meetings, and his accrued 
vacation benefits will remain unimpaired.
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example: Time spent on active duty with the armed forces 
should be charged to vacation time on the work sheet up to the 
amount of vacation days earned but unused. Active duty time in 
excess of vacation days earned but unused should be taken as a 
leave of absence without pay.
It is our wish that every staff member take at least one full 
week (five working days) of vacation (exclusive of summer 
camp) after they have been with the firm for one year or more. 
To accomplish this, personnel who are required to attend summer 
camp with a reserve unit are granted additional vacation days at 
the rate of one day for every four months with the firm since 
July 1 of the prior year. (Notice that the additional vacation 
days may be taken only to the extent that they are necessary to 
give the staff member five days of vacation, exclusive of summer 
camp.)
If you are called up for active duty under a six-month program, 
a two-year program, or any other extended program, time away 
from work will be treated as a leave of absence without pay. 
Vacation earned to the date you leave should be taken as vaca­
tion. You will receive pay in lieu of vacation only if pressure of 
the work forces us to ask you not to take your vacation. This, 
we expect, will be an extremely rare occurrence.
T H E  C P A  E X A M IN A T IO N
example: If you are not a CPA and are taking a review course, 
or you are attending night classes at a local university, we will 
try to avoid assigning you to local evening or out-of-town en­
gagements.
Time-off with pay is granted for one week preceding, plus the 
days of, the CPA examination when taken for the first time. There­
after, time-off with pay is granted for taking of the examination.
J U R Y  D U T Y
example: Since it is each citizen’s duty to serve on a jury when 
called, it is our policy to pay an employee his full salary while 
he is on jury duty.
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If you receive a subpoena to serve during the income tax filing 
season, please advise your supervisor immediately and the firm 
will request a postponement.
example: If you are notified of the possibility of jury duty, 
promptly inform the partner or manager in charge of personnel, 
so that you may be able to have the duty waived or postponed, 
or rearrange your assignments.
If you serve, your salary will continue unchanged except that 
it will be reduced by the amount of jury fees which you receive. 
Your salary will not be reduced by amounts which you receive 
as reimbursement of travel and other expenses.
D E A T H  IN T H E  F A M IL Y
example: In the event of death in an employee’s immediate 
family, the employee will be paid for a maximum of two days’ 
leave of absence.
L E A V E  O F  A B S E N C E
example: The firm recognizes that some absences will result 
from circumstances such as jury duty, illness or death in the 
family, weddings, moving, friends or relatives visiting your home, 
bonus time off allowed prior to and during the CPA examination, 
and so forth.
After a reasonable number of days lost, the firm will, as in the 
case of sick leave, apply portions against vacation time.
A request for a leave of absence for personal reasons such as 
travel should be submitted to the partner or manager in charge 
of personnel as far in advance as possible. While we do not 
encourage extended leaves of absence, we will try to accommo­
date the staff member if doing so will not seriously disrupt 
our staff assignments. Notification well in advance will help over­
come this problem.
example: An employee may have a leave of absence granted 
for just cause, including the following reasons: hospitalization,
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illness, confinement, marriage, public service, military service, 
death in the family or other compelling personal situations.
If you require a leave of absence, discuss the matter with your 
supervisor. You will receive pay for this period only as specifically 
provided in other sections of this manual.
If absence from your duties has not been arranged for in ad­
vance and you find it necessary to be absent, you should notify 
the office by telephone as soon as possible. Whenever possible, 
absence should be arranged for in advance with the office man­
ager. Such requests will be granted whenever the schedule of 
work can be arranged so that the absence will not interfere with 
prior commitments.
N O T IF IC A T IO N  O F  A B S E N C E  F R O M  W O R K
example: While absence due to illness is unavoidable, the of­
fice must be informed promptly and, should the illness be of any 
considerable duration, reports as to the anticipated time of return 
should be frequently made known to the office manager.
example: In case of absence from work for any cause, the staff 
member should immediately notify the telephone operator in the 
firm’s office, who will, in turn, notify the person in charge of the 
staff member’s work. However, if there are any matters pending 
which the staff member believes he should discuss directly with 
the person in charge of his work, he should, in addition, get in 
touch with that person. The office should be advised frequently 
during a continued absence.
When out of town, the staff member must immediately notify 
the accountant locally in charge, in the event of absence from 
work for any cause. However, a staff member working alone out 
of town must immediately notify the client’s office and also the 
firm’s office to which he is attached, by telephone or telegraph 
in all cases of illness or absence from work.
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T R A V E L  A N D  E X P E N S E  R E IM B U R S E M E N T S
There are many circumstances involving travel and expense 
reimbursements about which a firm policy should be determined. 
Even those firms whose employees do very little traveling may 
find it desirable to establish policies for many of these items.
T R E A T M E N T  O F  T R A V E L  T IM E
O N  T IM E  S H E E T
example: Travel time is chargeable to clients only if it falls 
within our regular office hours. Travel time before or after regu­
lar hours should not be entered on time sheets.
example: Time which must be spent in traveling during normal 
working hours should be charged to the client unless the partner 
in charge of the engagement directs alternative treatment. As 
much traveling as possible should be done before and after work­
ing hours and at night, but no charge should be made to the client 
for it unless specifically directed by the partner in charge of the 
engagement.
Travel in excess of one hour in each direction is to be recorded 
in your time record as “non-chargeable.” The above one hour of 
excludable time shall be considered normal “to and from” travel 
and is not to be recorded. Travel time to and from staff training 
programs or other professional development programs, the CPA 
examination, and so forth, is not allowable and should not be 
recorded.
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A L L O W A B L E  T R A V E L  T IM E
example: If travel involves flying, allowable travel time begins 
one half hour before flight time. The partner in charge of the 
engagement will decide whether such travel time is chargeable 
or nonchargeable.
example: Ordinarily, travel time to a client’s office in the 
morning and evening is not chargeable. However, if it is neces­
sary to travel to or from the client’s office, or both, after the 
working day has started, and if the trip during the day is made 
at that time for the convenience or requirements of the client, 
the client should be charged with the traveling time. If a staff 
member goes from one client’s premises to another client’s office 
on the same day, distribute the time spent in traveling between 
the two clients on a reasonable basis. If the trip during the work­
ing day is for the convenience or requirements of our office, 
charge the traveling time to administration.
If unusual circumstances arise, consult a partner.
U S E  O F  P E R S O N A L  C A R
example: Although the public transportation system of the city 
is adequate, it can also be very time consuming. Generally, when 
working out of the business area, considerable travel time can be 
saved by using an automobile.
example: The use of a staff member’s car on business of the 
firm should be limited to occasions when it would be imprac­
ticable to use other means of transportation. Staff should arrange 
to drive to work together while working on the same engagement 
or in the same area if this would result in an important reduction 
of travel expenses.
M ILE A G E  A L L O W A N C E
example: Mileage allowed for authorized use of personal auto­
mobiles by staff members on firm business is at the rate of ten
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cents per mile. Within cities, staff members should use their 
cars on firm business only when public travel facilities are in­
adequate. If a staff member uses his car on firm business when 
other satisfactory means of transportation are available and a 
car is not required by the particular circumstances of an engage­
ment, reimbursement will be limited to the amount of the rail 
or bus fare between the points involved.
example: Mileage allowances for authorized use of personal 
automobiles by staff members on firm business has been com­
puted on “standard” mileages for trips made frequently.
Allowances are applicable only when more than one staff mem­
ber is traveling in the same automobile, or when suitable public 
transportation is not available for one staff member traveling on 
business. Group arrangements should be made in advance. The 
firm will not pay for duplicate use of personal automobiles on the 
same engagement.
Schedules list allowable transportation reimbursements for 
more than one staff member in a car and for individual staff 
members traveling on business for the firm. For trips which do 
not appear on the schedule, the lesser of suitable public trans­
portation cost or the applicable mileage rate in each office will 
be allowed.
M E T H O D  O F  D E T E R M IN IN G  L O C A L  M ILE A G E
example: Allowable mileage is that excess mileage traveled 
over the normal mileage from the employee’s home to the firm’s 
office.
example: Mileage is paid at the rate of ten cents per mile, based 
on (a) twice the distance from the office to the client’s office, or 
(b) twice the distance from the employee’s residence to the 
client’s office. Mileage under (b) is paid regardless of the direc­
tion of the client’s office from the employee’s residence.
If a trip to and from a client’s office is made during the day, 
mileage will, of course, be based upon the distance from our 
office. However, if a portion of a day is spent at the client’s offices 
and the employee goes directly to the client’s office from home
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in the morning or goes directly home from the client’s office in 
the evening, round trip mileage will be allowed as in (b) above.
When listing mileage on time sheets, be sure to indicate dates, 
client, and the number of miles involved in each trip.
BR ID G E T O L L S  A N D  P A R K IN G  FEE S
example: Reimbursement will be made for bridge tolls and 
parking fees.
example: The allowance for office parking will be reimbursed 
based on the actual cost. You will be reimbursed for amounts 
actually expended for parking while at the client’s office, but 
you should park in the most economical lot within a reasonable 
distance from the client’s office.
L O C A L  P U B L IC  T R A N S P O R T A T IO N
example: When it is appropriate to use public transportation, 
the firm will furnish the employee with bus tokens. These tokens 
can be obtained from the receptionist when checking out.
example: Trolley and bus fares will be reimbursed where neces­
sary for business purposes.
B A S IC  P O L IC Y  R EG A R D IN G  T R A V E L  E X P E N S E S
example: It is the desire of the firm that staff members travel 
and live while on out-of-town engagements in the manner be­
fitting their professional standing and that they be reimbursed 
for business expenses actually incurred. At the same time, undue 
extravagance m ust be avoided. Since such expenses are in most 
cases charged to a client, they must be adequately documented. 
Retain bills and receipts and submit them with the expense re­
port. Arrange for transportation and hotel reservations in advance, 
whenever practicable.
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It should be noted that when a staff member makes expense 
disbursements on behalf of other staff members as well as for 
himself, full explanation and names should be stated on the 
voucher.
R E IM B U R S E M E N T  FO R M E A L S  A N D  LO D G IN G
example: When an employee is assigned to an out-of-town en­
gagement, the firm will reimburse the employee for the actual 
cost of lodging plus a flat sum of $10.00 a day to cover meals, tips 
and incidentals.
example: The employee will be reimbursed for the actual cost 
of rooms and meals (including gratuities), provided that the cost 
is not extravagant. Laundry, clothes pressing, carfare, and such 
items are usually included in traveling expenses, depending on 
locality and conditions.
L A U N D R Y , T E L E P H O N E , T A X IS , T R A N S F E R S
A N D  O T H E R  E X P E N S E S
example: The following list indicates the kind of expenses for 
which reimbursement will be made:
• Traveling:
Fare (except when provided by the firm or the client). 
Sleeping and chair cars.
Gratuities (porters in Pullman cars, hotels, et cetera). 
Mileage for personal automobile.
All traveling expenses are limited to reasonable amounts de­
pending on locality and circumstances.
• Miscellaneous:
Telegrams and telephone charges relating to business mat­
ters.
Postage.
Other (to be itemized).
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• Rooms by the week:
Give consideration to the probable length of time required 
to complete an engagement. When feasible, secure hotel ac­
commodations by the week at reduced rates.
• Family allowances:
In lieu of reimbursement for actual cost of room and meals, 
a flat allowance may be granted to a staff member assigned 
to a lengthy out-of-town engagement if accompanied by 
members of his family. Make arrangements with the partner 
in charge of the engagement.
• Expenses, government work:
Staff members assigned to engagements involving expenses 
for the account of any division of the federal or a state gov­
ernment should inform themselves of the government regu­
lations regarding expense allowances and vouchers.
• No cash drawings at hotels:
Staff member should not obtain cash advances from hotels 
at which they may be staying.
P O L IC Y  R E G A R D IN G  A  W E E K E N D  S T A Y
O U T  O F  T O W N
example: When it is necessary for an employee to remain out 
of town through a weekend, an additional meal allowance will 
be paid for Saturday and Sunday.
example: On out-of-town assignments, arrangements for re­
turning home for weekends will be the responsibility of the man 
in charge and should be so arranged that they do not shorten the 
work week. Also, as a general rule staff members assigned for 
extended periods to distant locations will be reimbursed for the 
cost of returning home at reasonable intervals.
P E R S O N A L  E N T E R T A IN M E N T
example: No reimbursement is made for personal entertain­
ment.
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C L IE N T  E N T E R T A IN M E N T
example: It might occasionally be in good taste for staff men 
to incur disbursements covering meals or beverages for clients 
or for their personnel. Staff members are expected to use judg­
ment before extending such invitations. Generally, invitations are 
extended to reciprocate for invitations which the staff has ac­
cepted or because the staff member believes that this will facili­
tate a business discussion. Invitations should not be extended 
simply to socialize nor should they be extended if our independ­
ence would be impaired. Invitations should not be extended by 
anyone below the level of “in-charge” and it is a good practice 
for the in-charge man to notify the manager or partner of his 
intention to extend an invitation.
In general, invitations should be confined to luncheon, or in 
rare instances to dinner. It is difficult to make hard and fast rules 
relative to extending invitations other than those previously men­
tioned. The staff must use its judgment in this matter.
Charge the cost of entertaining client’s personnel to the en­
gagement on your expense report. The cost includes those 
amounts expended on behalf of the staff who participate.
C O M M U T IN G  vs . R E M A IN IN G
IN A  N E A R B Y  T O W N
example: If the out-of-town engagement is within commuting 
distance, the employee has the option of commuting or of remain­
ing out of town for the duration of the engagement. An allow­
ance of 10 cents per mile is paid for out-of-town travel. When 
two or more employees are assigned to the same out-of-town 
engagement, it is expected that they travel in the same auto­
mobile.
example: As a general rule, when no work is required on Sat­
urday and Sunday, staff members on out-of-town assignments 
may return home for the weekend unless the cost of the round 
trip exceeds the cost of staying out of town.
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T R A V E L  A D V A N C E S
example: A reasonable advance may be obtained from the firm’s 
bookkeeper whenever a staff member or group is required to go 
out of town on behalf of the firm.
Should it develop that staff members find themselves without 
funds during the course of an out-of-town engagement, it is per­
missible to secure an advance from the hotel at which they are 
registered.
Under no circumstances are staff members to obtain advances 
from clients or to cash checks with clients or their personnel.
example: Prior to departure on out-of-town engagements, staff 
members may be furnished a cash fund for expenses. Account 
for such funds by expense reports, supported by receipted hotel 
bills and such other vouchers as are obtainable. Report all out- 
of-town expenses on the expense report which must be approved 
by the supervisor or senior in charge of the engagement, if 
present at the location. Settlement for funds advanced must be 
made at the termination of each assignment.
T H E  C O R R E C T  T IM E  FO R  S U B M IT T IN G
E X P E N S E  R E P O R TS
example: Staff members are required to submit an expense 
voucher every month, completely itemized and signed.
example: For administrative purposes and for future reference, 
it is necessary that expenses listed on the back of time sheets be 
detailed by the date of each expense and by client, if any, to be 
charged. If travel is the same for consecutive days, list individual 
dates (from and to) at so many miles per day. This rule applies 
to all types of expenses.
Expenses are reimbursed as part of the pay check of the follow­
ing period. Thus, expenses reported for the period from the 29th 
through the 13th of the next month are paid on the last day of 
the month.
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K E EP IN G  S U P P O R T IN G  D O C U M E N T A T IO N
example: Hotel bills and all other receipts obtainable, other 
than for meals, must be attached to the expense voucher.
U S E  O F  C R E D IT  C A R D S
example: Expenses charged through credit cards should also be 
reported when the expense voucher is submitted.
P O L IC Y  R EG A R D IN G  A IR  T R A N S P O R T A T IO N
example: The firm encourages the use of air transportation but 
will not require any staff member to use it if he does not wish to 
do so.
T R A V E L  IN S U R A N C E
example: The firm carries insurance policies for the protection 
of staff members who travel on business for the firm. Each person 
is insured for $50,000 in the event of accidental death while 
traveling on common carriers (including scheduled airlines).
Every member of the professional staff is encouraged to carry 
personal insurance coverage for public liability of at least $100,- 
000 to $200,000 and property damage of at least $100,000.
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O F F IC E  P R O C E D U R E S  A N D  R O U T IN E S
The amount of detail and in-depth treatment in this section 
might well depend upon the size of the firm. The larger the firm, 
the more important it is to present a detailed discussion of office 
procedures and routine.
P R E P A R A T IO N  O F  T IM E  S H E E T S
A completed time sheet with notations on how specific matters 
should be recorded may be used as an example to supplement 
the narrative description.
example: Monthly time reports are to be prepared by every 
partner and staff member. They should be completed in every 
detail, carefully indicating chargeable time to the nearest one- 
quarter hour. Information recorded on the time sheet is subse­
quently accumulated by bookkeeping machine, and for this rea­
son due care should be exercised with respect to the accuracy 
of all code numbers and other information required on the form. 
Be sure to obtain from the master list of clients the proper nu­
merical designation for the client. Time sheets for each period 
must be received not later than the 26th of each month ( the time 
periods end on the 25th).
General instructions for time reporting procedures have been 
published and are reproduced on the pages which follow [not 
included here].
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example: The firm uses a combination time sheet (front side) 
and expense report (reverse side). The time sheet is designed to 
accumulate the staff member’s time by IBM code number (client 
or function to be charged) and by date. You have already been 
issued a set of blank time sheets, a list of client code numbers, 
and the office memorandum which shows the IBM codes for the 
various categories of nonchargeable time. In most respects, the 
time sheet and expense report are self explanatory but if you 
have any questions, you should obtain a sample completed time 
sheet and expense report from the office manager or seek the 
advice of an experienced staff member or office employee. The 
following comments are made in the hope that they may clarify 
some points which are not self explanatory.
Chargeable time (time charged to clients). Use full name of 
client exactly as it is shown on the client list. Do not use ab­
breviations. We have many clients with similar names (e.g., Mr. 
A. C. Smith and A. C. Smith Co.). When there are subsidiary 
or otherwise related companies or branches, check with the 
partner on how to record your time.
Time units. Time should be charged in units of one-quarter of 
an hour. Charge your time to the nearest one-quarter of an hour 
—e.g., if you work less than eight minutes, do not charge any time, 
if you work 8-15 minutes, charge one-quarter of an hour. Use 
judgment in this matter. If, for example, you had a five minute 
phone call from a client for five days you should mentally esti­
mate the time and see that it is charged.
Time which you should charge on the time sheet. Our policy 
is to record, on the time sheet, all time chargeable to clients 
regardless of whether or not it is spent during normal working 
hours. With respect to nonchargeable time, we record only time 
for which a code number has been provided and which is spent 
during normal working hours and on regular working days. For 
unusual cases, consult a partner if you so desire.
Each employee must account for eight hours (including one- 
half hour for coffee breaks) on every regular working day and for 
all time chargeable to clients regardless of when it is worked. 
If you have nonchargeable time for which a code number has not 
been provided, do not record that time even though the rest of 
the time recorded for that day will total less than eight hours.
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Instead, write a brief note on the time sheet in the “chargeable” 
section to describe the reason for your absence (e.g., CPA exam, 
jury duty, holiday, and so forth). Write the explanation vertically 
in the column for the day on which you were absent.
Report as time worked the elapsed time between beginning 
and leaving work at the place designated, less time out for meals, 
and other personal purposes. For example:
8:45 a.m . — You arrive at the client’s offices and start work 
10:00-10:15 a.m . — Coffee break 
10:15-12:00 a.m . -W o rk  
12:00-12:45 p .m . — Lunch 
12:45- 2:30 p .m . -W o rk
2:30- 2:45 p .m . — Coffee break
2:45- 4:00 p .m . — Work
4:00 p .m . — Leave for the day for personal reasons.
Time would be reported as follows: Charged to client 8:45 a.m . 
to 4:00 p .m ., less one and one-quarter hour for coffee and lunch, 
or six hours. One-half hour would be charged to “break” while 
the remaining time (eight hours less the six and one-half hours) 
would not appear on the time sheet. Instead, you should write 
a note, “time off duty,” as described above.
Periods covered by the time sheets and due dates. Time sheets 
and expense reports are submitted for the period from the 27th 
day through the 11th day of the following month (due by 10:00 
a.m . of the 12th) and for the period from the 12th through the 
26th (due by 10:00 a.m . of the 27th). It is everyone’s responsi­
bility to see that his time sheet and expense report is turned in 
on time even if he has to mail it in and even if he has to estimate 
his time charges for the last day.
Failure to do so may hold up the processing of the reports 
by the service bureau and delay the issuance of billings to our 
clients. If you are ill, call in and have someone complete your 
time sheet for you. Time should be recorded daily. Do not wait 
until the end of the period and then attempt to reconstruct the 
time from notes or other records. Unless you know in advance 
th a t you will not return  to the office before the due date, your 
time sheet should be left in a drawer of your desk.
Check the time sheet. To prevent costly errors, check your 
time sheet and expense report before handing it in. Foot and
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cross foot all columns and check every client number with the 
client list. Be sure the proper client has been charged. Errors of 
this type have caused incorrect billing, resulting in loss of fees 
and goodwill. Also, many horns of unnecessary work are required 
to correct these errors.
Charge all of your time. Include on the report all time spent 
on behalf of a client even though you may think that you worked 
too slowly or were otherwise inefficient. Discuss with your su­
perior whether the partner should be informed of the situation 
and whether the time should be written off. A staff member’s 
evaluation of his own work is often overly critical so the final 
decision as to whether time worked should be billed to the client 
is left up to the partner.
E N G A G E M E N T  A U T H O R IZ A T IO N S
example: Partners are to approve all arrangements for engage­
ments. The arrangement for each engagement should be con­
firmed by letter and an engagement memorandum prepared for 
the files for each engagement at least once a year. Separate 
memoranda must be prepared to cover special engagements and 
work in addition to that contemplated in the engagement mem­
orandum on file. It will be the responsibility of the staff member 
to see that there is a current memorandum for each client as­
signed to him.
example: Engagement authorization forms are issued for all 
engagements, and no work should be undertaken unless it is 
covered by an approved authorization form. The pink copy of 
this form is retained with the respective working paper or tax 
file until the engagement is completed, after which it is forwarded 
to the billing department.
A P P R O V A L  O F  C O R R E S P O N D E N C E
example: No letters relating to the business of the firm may be 
sent without first having been submitted to a partner for ap­
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proval and signature except that letters relating to the firm’s 
administrative matters may be signed and mailed by a manager, 
with partner approval.
U S E  O F  T H E  F IR M  S T A T IO N E R Y
example: When staff members require stenographic services, 
a request should be made to the office manager or the partner in 
charge of personnel in each office (or to the client’s office manager 
or principal if it is necessary to correspond directly from the 
client’s office). Correspondence on firm stationery must be signed 
by a partner, unless specific permission to do otherwise is granted. 
In that case, the correspondence must be reviewed by a partner 
and our file copy initialed by him.
P E R S O N A L  L E T T E R S
example: The only letters of a personal nature which may be 
written under the firm letterhead are those by partners and man­
agers relating to professional or civic activities. Otherwise firm 
stationery may not be used for any letter not relating to the 
business of the firm.
V IS IT O R S  A N D  F R IE N D S  O F  S T A F F  M E M B E R S
example: All employees should have their friends wait for 
them in the reception room. If a client wants to pick up records 
or other information, he should be asked to wait in the reception 
room, also.
U SE O F  T H E  C O N F E R E N C E  R O O M
example: When it is necessary to review records or to have a dis­
cussion with a client, use the conference room or library. The
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client will appreciate the privacy of a conference room and you 
will not disturb other staff members. Privacy is necessary be­
cause of the confidential nature of our work.
A N S W E R IN G  T H E  T E L E P H O N E
Most firms prefer to have the telephone answered in a specific 
manner. This contact with clients and the public can be an aid 
in establishing the desired image of the firm.
example: Incoming telephone calls are answered in the name 
of the firm. Courtesy is highly important. Good grammar and dig­
nity is essential. Effort should be made to impress the person 
calling with the fact that he is being given every attention. Should 
the person asked for be unavailable, an effort should be made to 
relay the call to someone who can intelligently discuss the subject 
of the call.
P E R S O N A L  T E L E P H O N E  C A L L S
example: Personal telephone calls should be kept at a minimum. 
Incoming calls other than in relation to the business of the firm 
should be discouraged. In any event, if a staff member is making 
a personal call, he should be constantly alert, and if all the lines 
should become busy, he will terminate his call immediately.
Every effort should be made to keep one line open for incom­
ing calls. Business calls should be kept to a short duration. If 
you are requesting information from a client, state what is 
wanted and ask the client to call back when he has the informa­
tion.
example: Keep personal telephone calls at a minimum. Incom­
ing calls other than in relation to the business of the firm should 
be discouraged. A client’s telephone should never be used for 
personal calls except in an emergency. If it is necessary to make 
a long-distance call from a client’s office on matters not connected 
with our work for that client, the staff member must ascertain
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the cost of the call and pay for it at the time. Do not disclose the 
name, address, or telephone number of a client to friends or 
others outside the office. Should it become necessary for relatives 
or friends to communicate with a member of the staff, have them 
call the office of the firm, not the client.
Settlement of charges for personal long-distance and toll calls 
or any other personal expenses incurred through the firm or a 
client -should be made promptly.
example: Personal calls should be made during lunch hour 
when necessary.
LO N G -D IS T A N C E  T E L E P H O N E  C A L L S
example: All long-distance telephone calls must be placed by 
the receptionist so that a complete record of calls may be main­
tained. The receptionist should be advised of the name of the 
client to whom the call should be charged.
example: Each staff member should tell the client’s telephone 
operator who he is and where he may be found, except in cases 
where a number of staff members are working at a particular 
location, when the accountant in charge will handle this. Long­
distance telephone calls made in connection with work being 
done for a client should be placed through our switchboard so 
that charges can be obtained and billed to the client. In offices 
which do not have a switchboard or when the call is dialed direct, 
get the charges from the operator and see that they are recorded 
and billed to the client.
U S E  O F  C O P Y IN G  E Q U IP M E N T
example: The use of reproduction equipment is limited to 
necessary client and firm purposes. Staff members are admonished 
to avoid use of this equipment in a wasteful manner or for per­
sonal use.
example: Persons using the copying machine should not change 
the paper supply in the lower tray under any conditions. Legal
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size white paper will be left in the machine at all times, which 
can be cut to letter size if necessary.
If colored paper is needed, only an authorized person who has 
been trained in the operation of the machine may change the 
paper supply. Our secretarial staff has been trained for this pur­
pose.
Please do not touch any inner controls or attempt to remove 
jammed paper.
R E M O V A L  O F  O F F IC E  E Q U IP M E N T
F R O M  T H E  O F F IC E
example: When it is necessary to take an adding machine or a 
portable table to a client’s office, the receptionist should be given 
a description of the equipment, the date it is taken out and the 
date it is returned to our office.
E N T E R IN G  A  P A R T N E R ’S O F F IC E
example: If a partner’s door is closed, anyone wishing to enter 
should knock on the door and enter without waiting for a reply. 
If a partner is in an important conference and does not wish to 
be disturbed, the red light which is immediately outside the door 
will be on.
O B T A IN IN G  A P P R O V A L  O F  D R A F T S
FO R  T Y P IN G
example: Drafts must be approved by a partner or manager in 
writing before being submitted for typing. Generally, drafts of 
reports, financial statements, memorandums, and other corres­
pondence prepared in our capacity as professional CPAs should 
bear approval of a partner. Correspondence relating to the admin­
istration of the firm may be approved by a manager. In case of 
emergency a manager has the authority to approve any draft 
which he believes cannot be held up for partner approval. No
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correspondence or reports prepared in our capacity as profes­
sional CPAs should ever be released without approval of a part­
ner.
IN C O M IN G  M A IL
example: Incoming mail is opened centrally and directed first 
to a partner and then to others concerned. No communication 
goes into the files until a partner, or representative acting in that 
capacity, has approved the disposition of questions raised.
example: When you do work in our staff room, you will find a 
file drawer or desk drawer assigned to you. Personal effects may 
be stored in these drawers. Your incoming mail and mem­
orandums will be delivered here or placed in a mail drawer as­
signed to you.
IN T E R -O F F IC E  C O M M U N IC A T IO N S
example: An office memorandum should be prepared by staff 
members with respect to any important matters which should be 
called to the attention of a partner. Examples of such matters are:
1. Conferences with clients on internal control and significant 
accounting problems.
2. Conferences with representatives of the Internal Revenue 
Service, with counsel, and with clients in regard to tax matters.
3. Conditions materially affecting the progress of an examination.
4. Support for important decisions affecting auditing procedures 
or financial statement presentation.
Frequently, telephone messages received in the office must be 
passed along to other staff members on a particular assignment. 
If the other staff members cannot be reached promptly, record 
the telephone message in an office memorandum to the interested 
personnel.
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IS S U A N C E  O F  K E Y S  T O  T H E  O F F IC E
example: Keys to the office and to briefcase locks will be is­
sued to staff members at the discretion of the firm. Guard against 
loss of these keys, and, upon leaving the employ of the firm, re­
turn them to the personnel manager or partner.
example: You will be issued a briefcase, an office key, various 
manuals and other supplies. All of these items must be returned 
if you leave our employ.
T H E  B U L L E T IN  B O A R D
example: A bulletin board is located in the lounge. On it will 
be posted job assignments and notices of general interest to the 
members and employees of the firm.
P R O O FR E A D IN G  A N D  C H E C K IN G  W O R K
example: Accountants-in-charge and assistants are individually 
responsible for the accuracy of all work, including typewritten 
reports and financial statements and such corrections thereof as 
may be necessary.
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F IL IN G  P R O C E D U R E S
This is an area where control and uniformity are very necessary. 
Written instructions will be of great assistance in obtaining these 
goals. A study on filing procedures is presented in MAP Bulletin 
No. 23 (Record Filing in Accounting Offices).
W O R K IN G  P A P E R  A N D  T A X  F IL E S
example: All files maintained for our clients for current periods 
are contained in two filing systems: open-end files and file cabi­
nets. Files older than three years are on microfilm.
Open-end files. All files of a single client will be found in one 
place on the open shelves. A single cardboard filing box will 
contain:
• Last completed audit work papers (yellow label file)
• Current blue label file of financial statements, work papers 
and correspondence not relating to audit or tax matters
• Pink label tax file (unless proprietorship, which is filed with 
individual tax files)
• Green label file (sales tax returns and payroll reports)
The boxes will be filed on the shelves from left to right and 
from top to bottom, alphabetically by the name of the client. Two
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or more boxes will be used for a single client wherever required, 
and should be labeled “1 of 2,” and so forth.
File cabinets. The file cabinets contain the following:
• Pink label income tax files for individual and fiduciary tax­
payers (all years)
• Noncurrent audit files (one year prior to current file)
• Noncurrent blue files (three years prior to current file)
• Office forms
• Systems engagement files
• Catalogs and systems literature (management services de­
partment )
• Typed copies of audit reports (all years)
Files of inactive or terminated clients are transferred down­
stairs to storage space.
General. At no time may binders be removed from the box, 
leaving the box itself on the shelf.
A new “blue” file folder is started for each fiscal year of the 
client. The accountant should take a new file folder at the time 
he first prepares work for the new year and request the file clerk 
to label the folder.
All material placed in the basket for filing should indicate 
under which name it is to be filed (whenever different from let­
terhead, and so forth) or whenever more than one client’s name 
is mentioned. The material should also indicate whether it is to 
be filed in tax, current audit, permanent audit, blue, systems or 
general files.
Financial data from the daily Wall Street Journal is maintained 
in date order by the file clerk.
example: When completion of an examination or report is 
postponed, all papers should be transferred from briefcases to 
red manila envelopes which bear the client’s name. Return the 
briefcases and envelopes to the file room.
It is absolutely necessary that all working papers or other 
records be readily accessible at any time. As soon as work has 
been completed, working papers which are not immediately 
needed should be sent to the files. The fire risk is materially re­
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duced by having records kept where there are better facilities 
for their protection.
Occasionally it becomes necessary to suspend work upon an 
engagement. In such instances working papers should be suitably 
indexed or marked and placed in the file room to facilitate con­
tinuing work in the absence of the men originally assigned to the 
engagement. Working papers must not be left at a client’s office 
if work is suspended for an indefinite period.
Working papers and binders should be returned to the files 
promptly and not left on or in the desk or in the briefcase of 
the accountant. Failure to follow these instructions can readily 
cause embarrassment to the firm should the papers be required 
quickly and not be available.
T H E  C O R R E S P O N D E N C E  F IL E
example: The office has a three-ring binder which contains 
correspondence of an unusual nature. This file is for the use of 
the staff. Each partner and preparer of drafts should see to it that 
an extra copy is prepared of all correspondence which he believes 
would be of possible interest to the staff and see to it that it is 
earmarked for inclusion in the correspondence file. Every partner 
should be alert to items which should be included in the cor­
respondence files.
example: Each office maintains files of its correspondence with 
each client. The files, which may be obtained by staff members, 
must be returned to the file room at the close of each day and 
must never be removed from the office of the firm.
A D M IN IS T R A T IV E  A N D  IN T E R N A L  F ILE S
example: The office maintains records of the phone numbers 
and addresses of clients. This record is kept up to date princi­
pally through data furnished by staff members.
If significant changes in a client’s personnel, or changes in ad­
dress, phone number, corporate name, and so forth come to the
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attention of a staff member, he must immediately inform the of­
fice manager, the telephone operator, and the partner’s secretary. 
It is important that the list be kept up-to-date.
F IL E  C O PIES  O F  R E P O R TS
example: Office copies of reports and office copies of tax re­
turns may be obtained from the file room. They must not be re­
moved from the office of the firm except in special cases, and then 
only when sanctioned by a partner.
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E Q U IP M E N T , S U P P L IE S  A N D  F O R M S
Policies concerning equipment and facilities furnished to the 
staff will vary depending upon the type of practice. If a large 
portion of revenue is derived from write-up work, all of the staff 
may be furnished with private working space and adding ma­
chines. Whereas, if the practice is predominantly auditing, most 
of the work will be performed in clients’ offices and minimal 
working space will be provided in the firm’s office.
A D D IN G  M A C H IN E S
example: Electric adding and calculating machines are kept in 
the staff room and are available at all times for use by the staff.
Each staff member is furnished with the following:
• Loose leaf staff manual, audit program guide and working 
papers guide
• Directory of firm personnel
• Business cards—An engraved card indicates that the person is 
an authorized representative of the firm. This is an identifi­
cation card and should be used when required.
example: Adding machines may be taken out of the office if the 
client cannot make them available for our use or if the client’s 
machines are inadequate. Notify the appropriate person before 
removing a machine and sign out for it. Return it promptly after
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it is no longer needed. If a machine is required for an extended 
period, consider having the client rent one for our use.
S U P P L IE S
example: Working papers, folders, pencils, erasers, and similar 
supplies are provided for the use of staff members and may be 
obtained from the storage room. Working paper should not be 
used for scratch paper. Less expensive paper is available for this 
purpose.
example: Working papers, pencils, erasers, confirmation forms, 
reproducing tax forms, stationery and other office supplies are 
available to staff members in cabinets in the staff room, or can 
be obtained from the office manager or office secretary.
Staff members are admonished to use working papers and other 
supplies for their intended purposes only and to avoid unneces­
sary waste.
F O R M S
example: Uniform sizes and rulings of paper have been adopted 
in many cases and should be used wherever possible. The firm 
has certain types of papers made for its use. There are also, of 
course, letterheads and forms imprinted with the firm’s name. 
These supplies are not to be used for purposes other than firm 
business without the consent of the office.
In-charge accountants are expected to secure an adequate 
amount of various items which may be needed before starting 
an engagement, particularly an out-of-town engagement.
However, in order to avoid waste, use care when obtaining 
stationery and supplies.
Such items as briefcases, punches, and rubber stamps are 
charged to an individual with the understanding that they are to 
be returned when no longer required.
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B R IE F C A S E S
example: Briefcases are supplied for use on jobs where several 
files are required. Files and working papers should not be left 
in the briefcase after the field work has been completed.
example: Briefcases are to be used to carry audit tax folders 
and necessary working papers and supplies. They should never 
be left overnight in a client’s office (unless a controlled, locked 
depository is available), nor out of your possession at any time. 
An identification number appears on the inside flap of all brief­
cases.
example: Briefcases, trunks, and locks are available in the file 
room for the use of the audit staff in maintaining physical con­
trol over work papers and other confidential information. Then- 
primary purpose is physical control while at the client’s office. 
Check them out only when needed for this purpose, and return 
them promptly when they are no longer needed.
Before removing a briefcase or a trunk from the file room fill 
out the appropriate control sheet; then, upon their return, record 
the return date. The control sheet is posted near the entrance 
to the file room. Briefcase and trunk numbers appear under 
the flap or lid of each.
The locks which accompany the briefcases and trunks are of 
a standard pattern so the same key will fit all of them. We sug­
gest that you carry this key with you at all times.
P E R S O N N E L  R O S T E R
A roster may be included in this manual, or, since there are 
frequently changes in it, it may be desirable to issue it peri­
odically as a separate document.
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